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FOREWORD 
THIS PUBLICATION PROVIDES TIMELY DATA CONCERNING 
HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA. SOME OF THESE 
FACTS NORMALLY APPEAR IN ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE 
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION. SUGGESTIONS FOR 
IMPROVEMENT IN FUTURE EDITIONS WOULD BE WELCOME. 
ii 
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TEN YEAR ANAlYSIS OF FULL TI"E EQUIVALENT IFTEI ENRDllNENTS -- BY LEVEL• 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBliC SENIOR CDLLE&ES AND UNIYERSITIEStt 
1 JIICR. 1 JIICR. 
1986 1986 
IMDEIISRADUA TE 
FAlL FAll FAlL FAll FAll FAll FALL FALL FAll FALL OYER OVER 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1977 1982 
------------------------------ClEitSOII 1111 VERI JTY 9,557 9,776 9 990 10,1511 10,673 10,960 ll ,016 ll,049 10,950 10,907 14.11 -0.51 
COLLE&£ OF CHARLESTOI 4,198 4,072 3:937 4,091 4,147 4 365 4,315 4,342 4 097 4,225 0.61 -3.21 
FRIIICIS MRIOII Cll.LE6E 1,847 1,828 1,927 2,052 2,022 2:215 2,337 2,486 2:578 2,802 :u.n 26.51 
LAIDER Cll.LEBE 1,513 1,450 1,486 1,507 1,574 1,737 I ~9 1m 1,969 1,9~ 27.91 ll.41 
S.C. STATE Cll.LE6E 3,350 3 099 3 050 3 305 3,473 3 544 3!374 3!427 3,435 3 289 -1.11 -7.21 




453 2::m 2,596 2:702 2,590 2 553 2 513 2
1
544 -o.n -5.11 
USC-AIK£1 1 !211 1 'zso 1 !3u 1,419 1,326 1 438 1,437 1:433 1:512 1:531 26.41 6.51 
USC-tOA&TAL t:a.IM 1 ~9 1
1
553 1 733 1 869 2 003 2
1
113 2 093 2141 2Dl 2 607 91.11 23.41 
·-COl-lA 14!907 15!723 16!311 16:678 15:814 15!101 14:283 13:499 13!791 13:294 -10.11 -12.01 
USC-&PMT..uR6 1,627 1,689 1 756 1 891 1,918 1 869 1,972 1 149 2"' 2,168 33.31 16.01 USC-2 YR. •MICHE& 1,719 1,866 2!us 2!310 2 464 2:422 2,334 2:319 2!422 2,335 ~.II -3.61 
limit .. Cll.LE&E 3,199 3,399 3,671 3,864 3:931 3,899 3,951 3,m 3,901 4,099 21.11 5.11 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAl IJIIIERiiRADUATE 47,051 48,214 49,740 51,661 51'"' 52,371 51,561 51,039 51,690 St,736 10.01 -1.21 
FIRST PROFESSIM. 
------------------------------UIC-cot.a.JA U.Aitl 720 '" 769 789 800 794 1n 796 814 807 12.11 1.61 BRAIUATE I UIASTERSJ 
------------------------------ClEJISOII UIUVERSITY 1,014 912 924 922 843 851 964 1,025 1,057 1,173 15.71 37.11 
COLLEBE IIF CHARLESTOII " 84 118 123 86 101 " 90 121 151 121.11 49.51 FRAIICIS MRIOII Cll.LE6E 110 137 124 115 16 77 103 97 us ItO -•.n 29.91 S.C. STATE Cll.LEIE 247 231 204 242 2~ 225 200 203 191 212 -14.21 -5.11 
TilE CITAIEL 318 321 324 315 271 246 227 2t9 232 311 0.01 29.n 
USC-cot.UMIA 2,266 2,115 2,056 1,981 2,263 2 220 2,412 2,3'9 2,515 2,919 31.91 34.61 
IIITtiOP Cll.LEBE 391 m 343 370 324 9319 356 351 311 374 -4.31 17.21 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAl IRAIUATE I 4,412 4,155 4,093 4,068 4,108 4,039 4,426 4,374 4,602 5,317 20.51 31.61 
IRADUATE I I UICJCTORALI 
------------------------------eta. .IVERSITY 134 144 142 1~ 136 181 185 216 2SO 214 111.91 56.91 
&. C. &TATE Cll.LE6E 40 45 74 92 
UIC-tOLUfiJA 1,170 1,424 1,477 1,521 1,371 1,325 1,376 1,444 1,739 1,306 11.61 -1.41 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAL &RAIUATE II 1,304 1,568 1,619 1,671 1,507 1,506 1,601 1,705 2,t63 1,682 29.01 ll.71 
8RMI TOTAL 53,487 54,631 56,221 58,189 58,356 58,710 58,360 57,914 59,169 59,542 u.n 1.41 
tCREDJT HOUR DIVISOISr IMDER&R~ LMI 14, !tASTERS 12, DOCTORAl 9 
ttEICLUDII& NUSC ' USC-NEDICAL 
1 
SUINAIY OF TEN YEAR ANALYSIS Of FULL TilE EIUIVILENT lFJEt E..alLIENTSt 
SOUTH CAIIOLIM MLIC SEMI .. ta.LE&ES All .. IVEISIJIEStt 
I liD. I liD • .... I .. 
FAll. FAll. FAll. FAll. FAll. FAll. FAll. FAll. FlU. FlU. .. 110 
am Jt71 Jt7t 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1911 1 .. atn 1912 
cu..•rwnnY 11,715 11,132 11,156 11,230 11,652 ll,tt2 12,165 12,291 12,257 12,164 15.51 J.ll 
caJ.HE If DM.liT. 4,264 4,156 4,155 4,214 4,233 4,466 4,409 4,432 4,211 4,n6 2.61 -2.tl 
FMKII ••• CIUEIE 1,m 1,965 2,151 2,167 2,101 2,2t2 2,441 2,Sil 2,6tl 2,tt2 •.n 26.61 
U.l tat.EIE 1,513 1,450 1,416 1,517 1,574 1,737 1,159 l,tSS l,t6t l,tD 27.tl u.n 
l.t. STATE CIUEIE l,St7 3,llt 3,254 3,547 l,701 l,76t 3,614 l,67S S,7 .. l,5tS -t.ll -4.n 
TIE CIJIIEL 2,112 2,130 2,777 2,132 2,167 2,941 2,117 2,762 2,115 2,162 -t.n -2.tl 
-~·lEI 1,211 1,251 1,311 1,41t 1,326 1,431 1,437 1,433 1,512 I,SSI 26.0 6.:11 --tiiiTIL. Clla •• 1,359 1,553 l,lll 1,16t 2, .. 3 2,1U 2,"1 2,141 2,m 2,617 .... 2S.41 
-~·· 
lt,MJ Jt,t56 20,613 20,t6t 2t,241 Jt,W II, tiS 11,131 11,17t II,St6 -S.SI -s.n __ .. ,_ 
1,627 1,61t 1,756 l,ltl l,tll 1,16t l,t72 1,14t 2,"' 2,161 JJ.n 16.tl 
--2 ..... , 1,7Jt 1,166 2,115 2,310 2,464 2,422 2,334 2,Sit 2,422 2,SD D.R -3.61 
llln.P CIUUE S,M 3,754 4,014 4,234 4,m 4,211 4,St7 4,llt 4,252 4,t7l 24.61 6.11 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TDTa FlE SS,417 54,631 56,221 ,.,lit 
tCIOIT .. 11¥1-r ~1001 151 Ul 14, lASTERS 121 IGCTM. t 
tt£1Cl·l· IIIIC • Ult-IIIICM. SC.. 
SM:Er CIIE IEPGITS 
2 
,.,356 51,710 ,.,. S1,tl4 "·"' 59,542 ll.ll a.n 
.-o&RAIUATE 
TEN YEAR ANALYSIS OF HEADCOUNT ENROLL"ENTS -- BY lEVEL 
SOUTH CAROLIIA PUBLIC SENIIM COLLE&ES MD UIIJYEASITIES 
I JMCI. I IICI. 
1986 1986 
FALL FAll FALL FALL FAll FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL DYER OVER 
1977 1978 1979 1910 1981 1982 1983 1914 1985 1916 1977 1912 --------------------
ClE- IIIIVEIIITY 
COlLER Of CIMIIUST. 
FRAII:IS IIMJI. COUEIE 
LMIO Cll.lEIE 
IIEDital IIIIVEMin Of 1.1:. 
S.C. ITATE ClllEIE 
TlE CJTIIIQ 
18:-AIIEI 
18:--a.ITM. CM.I• usc-ca••• U&C-INIT-
Uit-2 ft ..... 
···~ ClllUIE 
TDTM.--..TE 
FIRST PMHIII .. 
1,701 9,052 9,291 9,429 9,911 10,150 10,338 10,411 10,434 10,360 19.01 2.11 
5,014 4,935 4,711 4,167 4,931 5,153 5,091 s,t.s 4,994 5,145 2.61 -e.n 
2,241 2,223 2,379 2,... 2,441 2,650 2,712 2,904 3,067 3,155 40.31 19.11 
1,698 1,694 1,696 1,756 1,m 1,.,. 2,o75 2,116 2,246 2,221 11.21 n.11 
I 047 1,109 150 137 694 "' 723 199 161 177 -16.21 31.11 
1:345 2,911 3,141 3,419 3,556 3,4" 3,645 3,613 3,413 3,337 -o.21 -1.21 
2 401 2,377 2,320 2,391 2,476 2,465 2,346 2,356 2,219 2,304 -4.31 ;.51 
1'539 1,620 1,674 I.. 1,743 I 135 I 935 I 936 2,071 2... 34.41 12.11 
1:524 &,752 2 011 2'243 2 374 2:511 2:449 2'621 2"' 1:116 101.41 26.51 
16,411 17,559 18:949 18:969 18:245 17,389 16,123 15'295 152:!!! 14,551 -11.11 -15.91 
2,189 2,291 2,424 2,601 2,607 2,SIJ 2,721 2:610 ,tY
6
.... 2,f56 J5,fl 14,41 
2,379 2,625 3,25t 3,272 3,417 3,364 3,333 3,5lt 4 .. ,•.:: 3,692 55.21 9.8l 
3,438 3,551 3,913 4,011 4,179 4,071 4,093 4,169 .... 4,S09 . 25.31 5.11 ----- ------ ------- ------ ----- ------ -------- -------- ------ ------- ------ ------
52,011 53,775 56,679 '11,219 '11,316 '11,161 51,653 ,7,848 '11,147 '1!,151 U.ll l.tl 
--------------------
lUI CAL •••••n OF s.c. 1 
U!E-tllRIAtl 
TOTAL FIRST PMHSSia. 
&IMIATE I CMITOI, 
CLEIIDI IIIIVEIIITY 
Clll£1E Of CIM.ESTCII 
Fa.:ll IIMICII CDI.LE&E 
LillO CIIU£1( 
IIEIICM. .. IVEMITY Of S.C. 




TOTAL GRADUATE I 
IIRADUATE II CllltTCIRAU 
CLEIIDI UIIVEISITY 
IIEDICM. IIIIVERSITY Of S.C. 
S.C. STATE CDI.LE&E 
USC-CIJliNIA 
TOTAl IIHIMNITE I I 
145 171 911 ION 994 992 164 855 151 142 ... 41 -15.11 
736 733 835 192 925 921 958 "' 1,011 1,013 31.61 10.11 -------- ------ ------- ------- -------- ------- -------- -------- ------ ------ ------ ------
1,511 1,604 1,742 1,198 1,919 1,913 1,814 1,844 1,867 l,ISS 17.31 -3.01 
2,224 2,074 2,073 1,866 1,728 1,691 l,ISI 2,095 2,113 2,32t 4.31 36.61 
179 229 322 360 205 241 232 2ll ll9 386 115.61 60.21 
411 410 416 374 2t7 261 349 328 367 518 26.01 91.51 
" 61 95 " 49 6.51 20 21 43 62 l'l 132 200 l94 191 242 1111.01 83.31 
552 449 444 510 487 455 434 506 610 467 -15.41 2.61 
958 976 9S7 1,041 844 788 694 692 7tl 1 oJS 8.n 11.11 
4,727 4,469 4,790 4,476 ,,102 5,556 6,299 6,063 6,018 6:127 29.61 10.31 
1,043 I,On 1,066 1,029 881 810 906 886 869 1,014 -2.11 25.21 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
10,106 9,794 10,111 9,718 9,615 9,987 11,030 11,019 11,317 12,151 20.31 21.71 
113 201 194 218 215 245 274 343 356 312 108.71 "· 91 
116 84 82 87 79 67 76 85 87 105 -9.51 56.71 
44 37 71 65 
1,633 2,081 1,745 1,798 1,562 886 924 954 1,076 1,274 -22.01 43.11 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------1,932 2,366 2,021 2,103 1,856 1,198 1,318 1,419 1,590 1,826 -5.51 52.41 
6RADUATE Ill IRESIIEMTS • IITERI&, 
---------------------------------
fOICAL IIIIVERSJTY OF S.C. 376 397 402 407 402 405 391 3.. m 402 
81111 TOTAL 66,013 67,936 70,955 72,335 72,238 71,664 72,206 72,589 73,303 74,398 
I IIICLUIES IIEIICIIIE1 IEJTISUY, • PHARMCY IIOCTDRALJ 




SU""ARY OF TEN YEAR MAL YSIS OF HEADCDUNT ENRDLLIIENTS 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
1 IIICR. 1 INCR. 
1986 1986 
FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FAll FALL FALL FALL FALL OYER OYER 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 19~ 1986 1977 1982 
CLEIISIII UNIVERSITY 11,115 ll ,327 11,558 11,513 ll,86l 12,093 12,459 12,926 12,1413 13,062 17.51 8.01 
Cll.LE&E Of CHARLESTI* 5,193 5,164 5,033 5,227 5,136 5,394 5,323 5,395 5,303 5,531 6.51 2.51 
FRANCIS !Will* Cll.lE&E 2,659 2,703 2,795 2,974 2,728 2,911 3,lll 3,232 3,434 3,673 38.11 26.21 
LMDER Ctl.LE&E 1,698 1,694 1,696 1,756 1,825 2,004 2,136 2,281 2,313 2,276 34.01 13.61 
IDICAI. UIIIYERSITY IF S.C. I 2,404 2,4841 2,284 2,399 2,320 2,262 2,254 2,422 2,388 2,468 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3,897 3,437 3,585 3,929 4,043 3,901 4,123 4,226 4,164 3,869 -0.71 -0.11 
Tl£ CITADEL 3,358 3,353 3,277 3,439 3,320 3,253 3,040 3,048 2,992 3,339 -o.61 2.61 
USC-AJKEI 1,539 1,620 1,674 1,800 1,743 1,835 1,935 1,936 2,071 2,068 34.41 12.71 
USC-cOASTAl CMOUNA 1,524 1,752 2,081 2,243 2,374 2,511 2,449 2,627 2,898 3,176 101.41 26.51 
USC-Cil.IIIIIA 23,577 24,842 26,319 26,135 25,834 24,672 24,296 23,301 23,263 22,965 -2.61 -6.91 
USC -SPMTMIUR& 2,189 2,290 2,424 2,608 2,607 2,583 2,728 2,610 2,955 2,956 35.01 14.41 
USC-2 YR. IRAII:IES 2,379 2,625 3,250 3,272 3,487 3,364 3,333 3,~ 3,695 3,692 55.21 9.81 
MIITHROP COLLEGE 4,481 4,640 4,979 5,040 4,960 4,881 4,999 5,055 4,934 5,323 18.81 9.11 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAl I£ADCIUT 66,013 67,936 70,955 72,335 72,238 71,664 72,206 72,589 73,303 74,398 12.71 3.81 
1 INCLUDES RESIDEITS ANI INTERIS 





































TEN YEM ANALYSIS Of HEADCIIUNT EtiROlUEIIT 
SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLE&ES 
FAll FIILL Flll.l FALL FALL 
1979 1910 1911 1912 1983 
1,076 1,269 1,040 1,023 1,201 
1,016 I, 185 1,071 1,042 1,072 
646 585 644 664 613 
516 668 601 738 767 
2,301 2,233 2,302 2,324 2,174 
5,551 5,822 5,715 6,174 5,'153 
1,309 1,"5 1,411 1,302 1,305 
5,431 5,414 6,tol 5,943 4,967 
I ,369 1,455 1,467 1,401 1,487 
1,469 1,773 1,638 1,709 1,724 
1,875 1,931 1,196 2,052 1,113 
1,636 1,690 1,729 1,787 1,716 
2,119 2,353 2,391 2,615 2,405 
5,779 5,619 6,392 6,151 5,105 
546 503 433 385 427 
1,655 1,718 I ,920 2,189 2,236 
1110. I liD. 
1986 1986 
FAll Fllll FALL IVU DYER 
1984 1915 1986 1977 1982 
1,032 1,242 1,328 20.41 29.11 
1 ,o:u 1,m 979 5.SI -6.01 
602 601 619 6.91 -6.n 
657 ... 619 -12.91 -6.61 
1,986 1,971 1,900 -15.71 -11.21 
6,ot7 5,112 '·"' -9.61 -5.21 1,304 I ,305 1,461 -1.51 12.71 
4,910 4,720 5,051 -9.71 -15.01 
1,307 1,291 1,m -14.01 -1.n 
1,!110 1,752 1,615 -7.41 -5.51 
1,m 1,757 1,702 -4.61 -17.11 
1,621 1,661 1,714 31.31 -4.11 
2,162 2,l34 2,379 -3.11 -9.tl 
4,615 4,514 5,241 -t.n -14.11 
357 423 357 -33.SI -7.31 
1,891 1,912 2,125 46.21 -2.91 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
35,241 34,512 34,441 35,753 36,742 37,506 34,965 32,163 33,061 34,306 -2.71 -1.51 
5 
ENROLLMENTS IN SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION, FALL 1986 
Private 2-Yr. Colleges 
3.0% 
Public Technical Colleges 
25.5% 
Public 2-Yr. Regional Campuses 2.8% 
6 
~-----~ 








- 17 -y• -- ··" -7' ____ _..-·' 
-=----=-------J 
Public Sr. Colleges & 
Universities 52.6% 
1986 OPEIJII6 FAll EIIRilUEITS 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UtiiVERSITIES 
GRADUATE l 1ST 
IJIIIER6RADUATE PROFESS I DIAl TOTAL 
Fill- lEAD- FULL- HEAD- Fill- HEAD-
IISTITUTIOII TillE CUT TillE COUNT TillE COUIIT 
PUILJC SENIOR IISTITUTIONS 
CLE~ UNIVERSITY 9 801 10,360 1,184 2,702 10,985 13,062 
Cll.LEIE OF CHARLESTON 3:814 5,145 65 386 3,879 5,531 
FRAIItJS MRJOII COllE&£ 2,597 
3 ·~ 42 518 2,639 3,673 LAlliER COLLEGE 1,840 2!227 2 49 1 142 2,276 
ltEIJCAl liiJVERSITY OF S.C. 712 877 1,419 1,591 2:131 2,468 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3,013 3,337 75 532 3,081 3,869 
TIE CITAIEL 2,066 2,304 44 1,035 2,110 3,339 
USC-AIKEN 1 214 2 068 0 0 I 284 2 068 
USC-COASTAl CAROLINA 2
1
266 3:176 0 0 2
1
266 3:176 
USC-Cil.tiiiiA 12!324 14,~1 3,451 8,414 1s:n5 22,965 
USC-SPMTMJUR6 1,137 2 956 0 0 1,837 2"' 
WINTHROP COUE&E 3,151 4!309 151 1,014 4,009 5!323 --------- --------- ----------- --------- --------- ---------
SUITOTAL PUillt SENIOR 45,412 54,465 6,433 16,241 51,845 70,706 
TIIO-YEAR REIJIIIIAL CAII'USES 
USC -IEAifiiiT 223 7U 223 711 
USC-LAID&TER 393 970 393 970 
USC -SALKEIIATCH IE 217 427 217 427 
USC -SOOER 567 1,265 567 1 265 
USC-111111111 148 319 148 
1
319 
--------- --------- ----------- --------- --------- ---------SUITOTAL REIIOIIAl CMPUSES 1,548 3,692 1,548 3,692 
TECHNICAL COllE&ES 
AJKEII 583 1,321 513 I 321 
IEAifiiiT 270 979 270 
1
979 
CHESTERFIELD-NARLIORO 248 619 248 619 
DEIIIAIII 571 689 m 689 
FLORENCE-IARLIN&TOII 1,145 I 900 1,145 1,900 
&REEIIVILLE 3,120 5
1
855 3,120 5,m 
HOIIRY-&EOR&ETIMI 917 1
1
468 917 1,468 
"IDLAIIDS 2,547 5'oso 2,547 5,050 
ORAIIIiEM&-CAI..HIIUI a6 I 
1
285 856 1 215 
PJEIIIIIIT 1,103 t!6t5 1,103 1:615 
SPARTMIIItll 1,023 1,702 1,023 1,702 
StillER 870 1,714 870 1,714 
TRI-COOIITY 1,441 2 379 1,441 2,379 
TRIIEIIT 1,143 5:241 1,843 5,241 
IIILLIMISU6 138 357 138 ~7 
YIIIK 1,147 2,125 1,147 2,125 --------- --------- ----------- --------- --------- ---------SUBTOTAl TEDIIIICAL COLLEGES 17,829 34,306 17,829 34,306 
SUITOTAl PUJLJC IMSTJTUTIOIIS 64,789 92,463 6,433 16,241 71,222 108,704 
7 
IISTITUTIOII 
PRIVATE SENIOR IISTITUTIOIIS 
ALLEN UIIYERSITY 
BAPTIST COLLE&E AT CHAS. 
IEIEDJCT COUE&E 
• ~DilES UIIVERSJTY 
COTIM. IIEILEYAII COLLE&E 
CUR.II Clll£&E 
CKEI Cti.LE&E 









&II- COLL. STUI&IIT CIIIRO. 
_,TIIEMI IETIIOIIST COLUIE 
w.us COUE&E 
.F. Clll£1E 
-TOTAl PRIVATE SliiiOR 
PRIVATE ~UIIOR Cll.LEIE& 
AIIOSIII COUE&E 
Q.IITII ~R. Cll.L£&E 
ca•JA ~R. COLI.. OF MillE&& 
IIRIDI EL£CT-ICS IETITUTE 
.TH ii£EIVILLE COLLE&E 
lUll£& COllEIE - CIIMLESTIII 
IUTLEDIE Cll.LE&E - COl-lA 
RUTLEI6E COLLEIIE - &IE£1VIll£ 
RUYLE& COUE&E - SPMIT.._ 
SPARTAIH& tiETIIIIIST COLLE&E 
UTITM. PRIVATE JliiiOI 
SUITOTAL PRIVATE 
TOTAL All IISTITUTIOIIS 
19811 OPENIII& FALL E.Ot.LIOTS 
SOUTH CMil.IM COLLE&ES AID IIIIVERIITIES 
&RADUATE • 1ST 
liiiER&UIUATE PRifESSIOIIAL TOTAL 
Fll.l- IUD- Fll.l- HEM- Fll.l- HEAt-
TillE CIUIT TillE COUll TillE CMT 
219 233 219 233 
1,051 1,727 2 67 I 053 1,794 
1,439 1,469 1:439 I 469 
3,421 3,539 " 500 3,520 •:on 390 450 390 450 744 m 744 757 
232 473 2 12 234 415 
467 514 273 352 741 1166 
974 1,152 5 39 979 1,l91 
7U 805 61 340 794 1,145 
442 446 95 159 537 ~ 
21185 21793 37 171 2 222 2,964 
147 156 1:147 1,156 
109 169 IM 169 
672 675 672 675 
576 606 576 606 
997 1026 997 1,026 
7 7 241 255 248 262 
19 39 4 19 43 
563 511 563 511 
1064 lin 1,164 1,195 --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---·-----
17,335 19,543 931 2,068 18,266 21,611 
966 1,067 '" 1,067 67 105 67 115 5t9 524 509 524 
273 273 273 273 
426 470 426 470 
1/R N/R lUI Ill 
296 l07 2t6 307 
N/R .,. N/1 N/1 
259 267 259 267 
732 967 732 967 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------3,528 3,980 3,528 3,910 
20,163 23,523 931 2,068 21,794 25,591 
85,632 115,986 7,364 18,309 93,016 134,m 
SOtltCEa 'FALL EIIIOLLIIENT AIW CDIIPLIAIEE REPORT.' HI&HER EDOCATJON &ENERAL JIIFORtiATIOII SURVEY 1 II:E& 
1/1 • NOT REPDRTEI 
8 
1986 OPENINS FAll ENROLL"ENTS --- PERCENTAGE CHAM&ES 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Iff FULLTI~ Ill Iff HEADCOUNT Ill 
1 CHANGE 1 CHANGE t CHANGE X CHAII&E 
FAll FRON FRO" FRO" IIISTITUTIDNS FALL 1986 FAll 1985 FAll 1984 FAll 1986 FAll 1985 FAll 1984 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CLE"SOM UNIVERSITY 10,985 0.11 0.51 13,062 1.3% 1.1% 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 3,879 2.21 -0.7% 5,531 4.31 2.51 
FRANCIS ~RIOM COLLEGE 2,639 7.11 11.51 3,673 7.01 13.6% 
LANDER COLLEGE 1,842 -1.81 -0.4% 2,276 -1.61 -0.21 
NEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 2,131 4.71 5.11 2,468 3.41 1.91 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3,088 -8.11 -7.41 3,869 -7.11 -8.41 
THE CITADEL 2,110 2.61 -2.41 3,339 11.61 9.51 
USC-AIKEN 1,284 4.81 10.41 2,068 -o.n 6.81 
USC-COASTAL CAROLUIA 2 266 13.21 25.31 3 176 9.61 20.91 
USC-COLUIIIIA 15:775 -o.61 1.21 22:965 -1.31 -1.41 
USC-SPMTMU& 1,837 6.41 21.81 2 956 0.01 13.31 
IUMTHROP COlLEGE 4,009 5.41 3.21 5:323 7.91 5.31 
----------- --------- --------- ------------- --------- ---------SUBTOTAL PUBliC SENIOR ,.,845 1.31 2.61 70,706 1.6% 2.41 
TIIO-YEAR RE610MAL CMPUSES 
USC-BEAUFORT 223 16.11 13.2% 711 5.51 -5.61 
USC-LAII:ASTER 393 -3.21 -2.51 970 -0.41 14.51 
USC-SALKEHATCHIE 217 -u.n -10.01 427 -5.5% -4.31 
USC-SUIITER 567 1.81 -3.11 1,265 -1.31 9.11 
USC-UMIOM 148 4.21 14.71 319 1.91 -1.51 
----------- --------- --------- ------------- --------- ---------SUBTOTAL RE61011Al CANPUSES 1,548 0.51 -o.51 3,692 -o.n 4.61 
TECHNICAL Cll.LE&ES 
AIKEN 583 6.41 34.31 1,328 6.91 28.71 
BEAUFORT 270 -12.31 -18.41 979 -5.31 -5.21 
CHESTERFIELD-~L80RO 248 -20.81 -19.01 619 1.8% 2.81 
DEtiiARK 578 3.81 -1.01 689 6.31 4.91 
FLOREMCE-DMLIMGTOM 1,145 -3.21 -o.81 1,900 -3.61 -4.31 
6REEMYILLE 3,120 -1.11 -6.21 5,"5 o.n -2.5% 
IIJRRY-GEORGETONN 917 1.61 8.41 1,468 12.51 12.61 
"IDLMDS 2,547 -1.71 -12.81 5,050 7.01 1.41 
ORM&E8UR6-CALHOUII 856 -3.61 6.71 1,285 -1.01 -1.n 
PIEDIIOIIT 1,103 -7.91 9.31 1,615 -7.81 2.21 
SPMTMBURG 1,023 -8.81 -6.31 1,702 -3.11 3.01 
SUitTER 870 7.11 -13.81 1,714 3.21 5.81 
TRI-COUilTY 1,441 0.21 24.41 2,379 1.91 10.01 
TRIDENT l,843 -0.91 -4.11 5,241 l6.ll u.n 
lnLLIM&BURS 138 -23.31 -15.31 . 357 -15.61 0.01 
YORK l,l47 12.71 9.91 2,125 7.21 12.01 
----------- --------- --------- ------------- --------- ---------SUBTOTAL TEC .. ICAL COLLEGES 17,829 -1.31 -1.51 34,306 3.81 4.41 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 71,222 0.61 1.51 108,704 2.21 3.11 
9 
1986 OPENING FALL ENROLL"ENTS --- PERCENTAGE CHANGES 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Ill FUllTI"E Ill tH HEADCOUNT 111 
X CHANSE 1 CHANSE 1 CHAII&E 1 CHANSE 
FRO" FROit FROII FRIIII 
INSTITUTIONS FAll 1986 FALL 1985 FALL 1984 FAll 1986 FALL 1985 FAU 1984 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 219 0.01 0.01 233 0.01 0.01 
BAPTIST CllllESE AT CHAS. 1,053 14.01 8.01 1,794 23.01 9.01 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1,439 6.01 -2.B1 1,469 7.01 -1.71 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 3,520 -1.91 -6.71 4,039 -1.01 -5.81 
CENTRAL MESLEYAN COLLEGE 390 10.51 15.41 450 7.71 13.41 
CLAFLIN CIUESE 744 0.91 17.51 757 -0.41 16.81 
COKER COL.LESE 234 -3.71 -10.71 485 18.31 51.61 
COl.liiBIA IIBLE COLLEGE 740 -2.21 1.21 866 -4.61 -2.11 
COl.llliiA COLLE&£ 979 0.91 0.51 1,191 0.91 0.41 
COIIVERSE COLLE&£ . 794 10.71 6.11 1,145 6.41 10.41 
ERSKINE COL.LEBE 537 2.71 -2.21 605 5.61 -4.91 
FUR~ UNIVERSITY 2 222 -1.01 -2.41 21964 0.41 -0.21 
LIIIESTOIE COllE&£ 1:141 1.51 1.11 156 1.01 0.11 
LUTI£RAII TI£0L061CAL SE"INARY 109 -12.81 -10.71 169 -5.11 0.61 
IIORRIS COLLE&£ 672 14.71 12.81 675 13.11 12.51 
NEMBERRY CIUESE 576 1.41 -4.31 606 3.91 -3.01 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 997 10.91 12.91 1,026 11.51 14.01 
SI£RitM COI..L. STRAI&HT CHIRO. 248 -29.51 -26.61 262 -27.41 -24.31 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 19 5.61 -5.01 43 -2.31 16.21 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 563 -5.91 5.61 581 -5.11 3.81 
IIOFFOID COI..LEBE 1,064 0.11 4.n 1,095 0.21 5.11 
------------- ------------ ----------- ------------- ------------ -----------SUITOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 11,266 2.91 1.51 21,611 4.31 3.21 
PRIVATE JUIIIOR COLLESES 
AIIDERSOII COLLE&£ 966 1.41 -2.91 1,067 -o.n -8.41 
CLINTIII Jl. Cll.LEGE 67 -6.91 -29.51 105 45.81 10.51 
COl.llliiA JR. tOLL. OF BUSINESS 509 3.91 5.81 524 2.71 I. 71 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 273 5.41 -6.21 273 5.41 -6.21 
NORTH &REEMVILLE COLLE&£ 426 -12.51 7.31 470 -11.21 I. 71 
RUTLED&E COLLEGE - CHARLESTOII 11/R N/R 
RUTLED&E COLLEGE - CDLUftiiA 296 -28.71 -40.61 307 -28.31 -39.11 
RUTLED6E COLLEGE - BREEIIVILLE 11/R N/R 
RUTLED6E COLLE&£ - SPARTAIIBURG 259 -31.11 -29.61 267 -31.21 -29.61 
SPARTMIItJfl& ltETHODIST COl.LEiiE 732 -1.21 -5.71 967 0.71 -3.81 
------------- ------------ ----------- ------------- ------------ -----------SUBTOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 3,528 -7.11 -9.61 3,980 -22.71 -9.91 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE 21,794 1.11 -0.41 25,591 -1.11 0.91 
TOTAL ALL INSTITUTIONS 93,016 0.71 1.01 134,295 -0.21 0.21 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLL"ENT AND COIPLIANCE REPORT." HIGHER EDUCATION GENERAL INFOR"ATIDN SURVEY, NCES 
N/R = NOT REPORTED 
10 
FIRST TINE ENTERIN6 FRESHftEN --- PERCENTA6E CHANGES 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLE6ES AND UNIVERSITIES 
FALL 1986 
ttt FULLTINE ttt ttt HEADCIUIT ttt 
1 CHAN&E l CHAII6E X CHAII6E 1CME 
FROII FR!Itl FROII FROft 
IllS T ITUTl OMS FAll 1986 FALL 1985 FALL 1984 FALL 1986 FALL 1985 FALL 1984 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
CUitSOII IIIII VERS ITY 2,237 -0.41 2.51 2,239 -0.91 2.31 
COLLE6E OF CHARLESTON 883 1.61 0.21 903 1.31 -o.n 
FRAII:IS fiARIOI COlLE6E 781 9.41 16.71 827 10.01 16.31 
LMIER COLLE6E 445 1.11 -1.11 456 -11.51 -1.51 
ltEDICAl IIIIVERSITY ~ S.C. 
S.C. STATE COLLEBE 572 -9.11 -12.71 604 -4.31 -15.91 
THE CITAIEL 655 -0.31 2t.01 661 -2.41 2.61 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 349 -2.21 17.51 3" -2.21 12.51 
U.S.C. - COASTAl CAROLINA 587 1.91 48.61 636 2.71 42.91 
U.S.C. - COlUNIIA 2,509 -ll.51 12.91 2,558 -11.41 12.41 
U.S.C. - SPIIRTAIIUB 440 -7.41 20.91 508 -6.81 18.41 
NINTHROP COLLE&E 972 26.61 8.51 985 21.81 5.11 
------------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ----------- -----------SUBTOTAL PUILIC SENIOR 10,430 -1.31 9.11 10,772 -2.01 7.01 
TIIO-YEAR RE610NAL CMPUSES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 64 -14.71 33.31 77 -18.11 11.61 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 153 0.01 0.01 205 2.01 42.41 
U.&.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 91 0.01 -8.ll 110 -6.01 -11.31 
U.S.C. - SUIITER 161 -6.41 2.51 175 -9.31 0.61 
u.s.c. - 1111011 54 -1.81 42.11 72 4.31 46.91 
------------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ----------- -----------SUBTOTAL RE&IOMAL C~USES 523 -5.81 12.51 639 -5.21 14.11 
TECIIUCAL Cll.lE6ES 
AIKEN 273 21.31 113.31 519 18.51 180.51 
BEAUFORT 104 -15.41 5.tz 481 5.71 74.31 
CHESTERFIELD-IIARLIORO 108 -9.21 -1.81 237 1.n 42.81 
DEIIIARIC 389 95.51 81.81 452 100.01 92.31 
FLORENCE-DARLIN&TON 465 5.91 24.71 579 1.21 27.31 
&REEMVILLE 1,461 30.21 80.11 2,592 36.81 115.51 
HORRY-6EOR6ETONI 31l 14.91 24.11 546 23.51 50.81 
IIIDLMDS 853 -8.01 1.51 1,612 6.71 34.41 
ORAN6E8UR6-CALHOUN 456 2.21 21.91 631 1.01 25.91 
PIEDftOIIT 429 -41.21 7.01 530 -44.21 1.31 
SPARTM8UR6 460 -13.21 10.01 747 -5.31 53.n 
!itJITER 285 21.31 -5.01 465 -10.41 16.81 
TRI-tOONTY 481 -8.21 20.61 7S7 -16.01 26.81 
TRIDENT 540 34.01 -6.31 1,220 21.31 -26.91 
llllliMISBUR6 39 -48.01 -tl.41 103 -40.11 51.51 
YORl 393 2.61 6.81 583 11.91 20.01 
------------- ----------- ----------- ------------- ----------- -----------SUBTOTAL TECHNICAl COLLE6ES 7,107 4.51 23.51 12,124 7.31 37.21 
SUBTOTAL PUILIC INSTITUTIONS 18,060 0.71 14.51 23,535 2.51 20.91 
11 
FIRST TI~ ENTERING FRESHftEN --- PERCENTAGE CHAMSES 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
FAll 1986 
ttt FUll TillE ttt ttt HEADCOUNT ttt 
1 CIIAII&E 1 CHANGE 1 CHAISE 1CHAI6E 
FRO" FR~ FRill FRO" 
INSTITUTIONS FAll 1986 FALL 1985 FALL 1984 FALL 1986 FALL 1985 FALL 1984 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN IJIJVERSJTY 83 0.01 0.01 84 0.01 0.01 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHAS. 293 -17.71 21.11 492 -5.21 14.71 
IEIIEDICT COLLE&E 4b4 19.01 -8.51 465 19.21 -8.51 
808 JOIIES IIIIYERSITY 966 1.81 4.91 980 1.31 5.61 
CENTRAl ME6l£YAII COLLEGE 120 14.31 39.51 133 6.41 38.51 
CLAFLIN COllE&E 233 -10.41 7.41 233 -10.41 7.41 
COKER COLLE&£ 66 10.01 20.01 99 35.61 59.71 
COLU"BIA BillE COLLEGE 66 -18.51 -4.31 68 -25.31 -6.81 
COLIJIIBI A COI.LEIIE 267 3.51 -3.61 269 1.91 -4.61 
Cf*VERSE COLLE&E 213 15.11 0.51 213 15.11 0.51 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 114 0.01 -12.31 114 -o.91 -12.31 
FIJIIIAII Ulll VERS IT Y 656 10.81 4.11 688 14.71 6.51 
LIIIESTDIIE COLLE&£ 138 21.11 -23.81 141 20.51 -21.01 
LUTHERAII TI£0LIIiiCAL S~INAIIY 
IIIRRIS COLLEGE 211 22.71 27.91 211 22.71 27.91 
IIEifBERRY COLLEIIE 185 5.71 6.91 185 5.11 5.71 
PRESBYTERIAl COLLE&£ 317 22.41 35.51 317 22.41 32.11 
SHERIIAII COLL. STRAI&HT CHIRO. 
SOUTI£RII IIETIIID I ST COLLEGE 6 100.01 -25.01 6 50.01 -73.91 
YOORIEES COLLE&E 166 -9.31 -6.71 166 -9.31 -6.71 
IIOFFORD COLLE&£ 323 2.91 6.61 323 2.51 6.31 
------------- ----------- ------------- ------------- ----------- -----------SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 4,887 6.91 6.51 5,187 7.71 6.91 
PRIVATE JUIIIOR COLLEGES 
AIIDERSOI COLLEBE 5~ 6.31 -7.61 538 2.91 -10.51 
C..IIITIII JR. COLLE&E 49 22.51 -2.01 49 22.51 -2.01 
COLUIIBIA JR. COLL. OF BUSINESS 241 27.51 -6.61 250 32.31 -11.31 
IIIELSEII ELECTRCIIICS INSTITUTE 99 73.71 70.71 99 73.71 70.71 
IIORTH &REEIIYILLE COLLE&£ 240 -14.61 4.81 254 -13.31 0.01 
RUTLED&E COLLEIE - CHARLESTON N/R 11/R 
RUTLED&E COLLE BE - COLIItB I A 71 -56.21 -47.01 72 -58.41 -47.81 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - 6REENVILLE 11/R 11/R 
RUTLED6E COLLEGE - SPARTAN8UR6 78 -47.71 -43.11 78 -48.31 -45.81 
&PART AIIIIIIB IIETIIOD I ST COLLEGE 431 1.21 -12.61 562 0.01 -10.11 
------------- ----------- ------------- ------------- ----------- -----------SUITOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 1,734 -17.31 -10.01 1,902 -16.91 -11.6% 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE 6,621 -0.71 1.61 7,089 -0.21 1.21 
TOTAL ALL INSTITUTIONS 24,681 o:u 10.71 30,624 1.81 15.71 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLL"ENT AND CIIIPLIANCE REPORT." Hl6HER EDUCATION 6ENERAL INFORKATION SURVEY, NCE6 
N/R = IIOT REPORTED 12 
1986 OPENING FALL ENRDLL~NTS BY RACE AND LEVEL 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE 
------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------IlliTE IIHITE 
IISTITUTIOM MD OTI(Rt BLACK TOTAL X BLACK AND OTHER• BlACK TOTAL X BlACK 
PUBliC SENIOR IISTITUTIOMS 
CLE~ UNIVERSITY 9,769 591 10,360 5.701 2,579 123 2,702 4.551 
COllEGE OF CHARLESTOM 4,779 366 5,145 7.111 355 31 386 a.on 
FRIIIICIS MRIOM CDLLEBE 2,694 461 3,155 14.611 422 96 518 18.531 
L,__R CIUE&E 1,814 413 2,227 18.55X 43 ' 49 12.24% ~DICAl UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 811 66 877 7.53% 1,545 46 1,591 2.8ft S.C. STAT£ Cll.LEBE 161 3,176 3,337 95.18X 138 394 532 74.061 
THE CITADEL 2 148 156 2 304 6.77'& 919 116 I 035 11.211 
USC-COlUIIIIA 12:524 2,027 14:551 13.931 7,693 721 s:414 8.571 
USC-AIIEI 1,814 254 2,061 12.281 
USC-QJASTAL CAROLINA 2,934 242 3,176 7.621 
USC-SPMTMIUR& 2,652 304 2 956 10.28X 
IUNTIItiJ' Cll.LE6E 3,62t 689 4:309 15.991 906 108 1,014 10.651 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------SUITOTAL PUILIC SBIIOR 45,720 8,745 54,465 16.061 14,600 1,641 16,241 10.101 
TIIO-YEAI REBIOIIM. CMPUSES 
USC-BEAUFORT 603 108 711 15.191 
USC-LAII:ASTER 835 135 970 13.92X 
USC-SALKEHATCHIE 334 93 427 21.781 
USC-SUftTER 1 058 207 1,265 16.36'& 
USC-UNION 1265 54 319 16.931 
---------- ---------- ---------- ----------BUJTOTAL RE&IOIAL CANPUSES 3,095 597 3,692 16.17% 
TECHRICAL Cll.LE6ES 
AIKU 962 366 1,328 27.561 
BEAUFORT 664 315 979 32.181 
CHESTERFIELD-~LIORO 464 155 619 25.041 
Dm~MK 37 652 689 94.631 
FLOREICE-DARLIM&TON 1,313 587 1 900 30.891 
&R£EIYILLE 5 089 766 5
1
855 13.081 
HORRY -6EIIt&ETOIM t!t96 272 1
1
468 18.531 
IIIDLMDS 3,595 1,455 5'oso 28.81% 
ORAII&EIIUR&-CAL.HOUN 670 615 1!m 47.86% 
PI EDDY 1,161 454 1,615 28.11X 
SPMTA.uRG 1,461 241 1,702 14.161 
BUIITER I 040 674 I, 714 39.321 
TRJ-COUIITY 2!1t6 263 2,379 11.061 
TRIDEll 4,194 1,047 5,241 19.981 
IULLIAR61UR6 212 145 357 40.621 
YORK 1,727 398 2,125 18.731 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------SUBTOTAl TECHIICAL COLLEGES 25,901 8,405 34,306 24.50X 
SUITOTAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 74,716 17,747 92,463 19.191 14,600 I ,641 16,241 10.101 
t JII:LUJES IDif-RESIDEIIT AUEI, MERICAft IIDIAII OR ALASKM IIATJYE, ASIM OR PACIFIC ISLANDER, HISPMIIC 
13 
1986 OPEIUM& FAll EIIRDI..LIIEIHS BY RACE AIID LEVll 
SOUTH CAROliNA COlLEGES AIID UtUVERSJTIES 
UIID£R6RADUATE GRADUATE 
------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------WHITE IIHITE 
UIST lTUTIOII AIID OTI£Rt BLACk TOTAL 1 BLACK • OTHER• BlACK TOTAl 1 BlACK 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
AllEN UIIVERSJTY 0 233 233 100.001 
BAPTIST COUE&E AT CHAS. 1,363 364 1,727 21.011 56 11 67 16.421 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 41 1,428 1,469 97.211 
BOB JONES IIUVERSJTY 3,539 0 3,539 0.001 500 0 500 0.001 
CENTRAl MESLEYAN COLLE&E 392 sa 4SO 12.891 
. CLAFLIN COlLEGE 10 747 ~7 98.681 
COKER CDI..LEiiE 388 85 473 17.971 12 0 12 0.001 
COL Utili I A BIBLE Cll.LEGE 505 9 514 1. 751 344 B 352 2.2n 
COLUIIIIA COLLEGE 903 249 1,152 21.611 29 10 39 25.641 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 778 27 805 3.351 329 11 340 3.241 
ERSK I II£ COUE&E 424 22 446 4.931 138 21 159 13.211 
FURIIAN UNIVERSITY 2,707 86 2,793 3.081 163 8 l7l 4.681 
LINESTOIE COLLEGE 940 216 1,156 18.691 
LUTHERAN Tl£1lll6JCAl SEJIIIARY 0 0 0 0.001 152 17 169 10.~1 
IIJRIUS COLLEGE 1 674 675 99.851 
IIE.UY Cll.LE&E 513 93 606 15.351 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 968 58 1,026 5.651 
SIOIIAI COll. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 7 0 7 0.001 250 5 255 1.961 
SOUTI£RII IIETIIOD I ST Cll.LEGE 39 0 39 0.00% 4 0 4 0.001 
VOCIII£ES Cll.LE&E 5 576 S81 99.141 
MOFFIIRD COLLEGE 1008 17 1,095 7.95% 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------SUBTOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 14,531 5,012 19,543 25.65% 1,977 91 2,068 4.401 
PRIVATE TMO-YEAR COllEGES 
MIIERSIII CDLLE&E 977 90 1,067 8.43% 
CLINTON JR. COlLEGE 0 105 105 100.001 
COlliiiiiA JR. Clll.L. OF BUSINESS 81 443 524 84.541 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 115 158 273 57.881 
DTH 6REEIIVILLE Clll.LE&E 341 129 470 27.451 
RUTLED&E Clll.LE&E - CllliiBIA 31 276 307 SCI,901 
RUTLEDGE Clll.LESE - SPMTAtiBUI& 155 112 267 41.951 
SPARTAINIB METHODIST COlLEGE 757 210 967 21.721 
--------·- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TIIO-YEAR 2,457 1,S23 3,980 38.271 
SUITOTAL PRIVATE 16,988 6,535 23,523 27.78% 1,977 91 2,068 4.401 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 91,704 24,282 llS1986 20.94% 16,577 1,732 18,309 9.4111 
t INCLUDES NOM-RESIDENT ALIEN, AftERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE, ASIAN DR PACIFIC ISLANDER, HISPANIC 
SOURCE: "FALL ENROLL~NT ~ CDftPllANCE REPORT. • HIGHER EDUCATION 6EIIERAL INFDRIIATION SURVEY, NCES 
14 
INSTITUTION 
PUBLIC SENIOR INSTITUTII*S 
CLE"SON UIIIYERSITY 
COLLE&E OF CHARLESTON 
FRMCIS MRIOII COlLE&E 
LAlliER Cll.LE&E 
IIEDICAl UIIIYERSITY Of S.C. 






III NTHRIP COLLE&E 
SUBTOTAL PUBLIC SENIOR 
























SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
SUBTOTAl PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 
1986 OPENIN& FALL ENRDLL"ENTS BY RACE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
IlliTE 
AIID OTHERt BLACk TOTAL 1 BLACK 
12,348 714 13,062 5.471 
5,134 397 5,531 7.181 
3,116 557 3,673 15.161 
1,"7 419 2,276 18.411 
2,356 112 2,468 4.541 
299 3,570 3 869 92.2n 
3 067 272 3:339 8.151 
20:217 2,748 22,965 11.971 
1,814 254 2 068 12.211 
2,934 242 3:176 7.621 
2652 304 2,4J56 10.281 
4:526 797 5,323 14.971 
------------ --·--------- ------------ ------------60,320 10,386 70,706 14.691 
603 108 711 15.191 
835 135 970 n.m 
334 93 427 21.781 
1,051 207 1,265 16.361 
265 54 319 16.931 
------------ ------------ ------------ ------------3,0'f5 597 3, .. 2 16.171 
962 366 1,328 27.561 
664 315 979 32.181 
464 155 619 25.041 
37 652 689 94.6n 
1,313 587 1,900 30.1ft 
5,089 766 5,855 13.011 
1,196 272 1 468 1B.531 




1,161 454 1:6ls 28.111 
1,461 241 1,702 14.161 
1 040 674 1,714 39.321 
2:116 263 2,379 11.061 
4,194 1,047 5,241 19.981 
212 145 357 40.621 
1,727 398 2,125 18.73% 
------------ ------------ ------------ ------------25,901 8,405 34,306 24.501 
89,316 19,388 108,704 17.841 
t INCLUDES NON-RESIDENT M.IEN, MERICAII INDIAN DR ALASKAN NATIVE, ASIAII DR PACIFIC ISLANDER, HISPANIC 
15 
1986 OPENIII FAll EMROll~ITS BY RACE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COllEGES AID IJIIIVERSITIES 
IlliTE 
INSTITUTION AND OTHERt BLACK TOTAL 1 BlACK 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN IIIIVERSITY 0 233 233 100.001 
BAPTIST COLLEii£ AT CHAS. 1,419 375 1,794 20.901 
BENEDICT Cot..LESE 41 1,428 1,469 97.211 
108 JOIIE& IIIIVERSlTY 4,039 0 4,039 0.001 
CENTRAL IIESLEYAII Cot..LEii£ 392 58 450 12.891 
CLAFLIN COLLEii£ 10 747 757 98.611 
COKER COLLE&£ 400 85 485 17.531 
COLUIIIIA IIBLE COLL£6£ 849 17 866 1.961 
COLUIIII A COL LESE 932 259 1,191 21.751 
COIIYEIISE Cll.l.EIIE 1,107 38 1,145 3.321 
ERSKINE COLL£1( 562 43 605 7.111 
FUiftAN UNIVERSITY 2,870 94 2,964 3.171 
LINESTOIE COLLE&£ 940 216 1,156 18.691 
LUTHERM THEil.OBJCAL. SEIUIIARY 152 17 169 0.001 
IIIRRIS CDLlE&E 1 674 675 99.851 
IIEI&RRY Cll.l.E&E 513 93 606 15.351 
PRESBYTERIAl Cll.LEBE 968 58 1,026 5.651 
SHERtiAII COU. STRAIGHT CHIRO. 257 5 262 1.911 
SOUTHERI IIETHOIIST Cot..LE&E 43 0 43 0.001 
WDIEES Cll.LE&E 5 576 581 99.141 
IIOFFORI COLLEii£ 1008 87 1,095 7.951 
·----------- ------------ ------------ ------------SUITOTAL PRIVATE SEIIOR 16,508 5,103 21,611 23.611 
PRIVATE HID-YEAR COL.LESES 
MDERSOII Cll.LESE 977 90 1,067 8.431 
CLJITOI JR. CDU.Eii£ 0 105 105 100.001 
COlUIIIIA n. Cll.l. OF BUSINESS 81 443 524 84.541 
IIJElSEII ELECTROIICS INSTITUTE 115 158 273 57.881 
NOITH SREEIYILLE COLLEGE 341 129 470 27.451 
RUTLED&E COLLEBE - COLUNBIA 31 276 307 89.901 
RUTLED&E COLLEGE - SPARTA118UR6 155 112 267 41.951 
SPARTAIIBIJIS METHODIST COllESE 757 210 967 21.721 
------------ ------------ ------------ ------------SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TMO-YEAR 2,457 1,523 3,980 38.271 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE 18,965 6,626 25,591 25.89% 
TOTAl All INSTITUTIONS 108,281 26,014 134,295 19.371 
t INCLUDES NON-RESIDENT ALIEN, AftERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE, ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER, HISPANIC 
SOURCE: 'FALL ENROllftENT AND COftPLIANCE REPORT. " HIGHER EDUCATION GENERAL lNFORftATION SURVEY, NCES 
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NON-RESIDENT ALIENS CO"PARED TO TOTAL ENROLL"ENT 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIYERSJTIES 
FALL 1986 
HEADCOUNT NON-RESIDENT ALIENS 
IMSTITUTIOII "EN IIOIIEN TOTAL ~N liMN TOTAL l ALIEN 
PUBLIC SENIOR IISTITUTIOIS 
THE CITADEl 2,434 905 3,339 12 4 16 0.51 
a.EIISOI UIUYERSITY 7,314 5,741 13,062 421 102 523 4.01 
COllE&E OF CHARlESTON I 950 3,581 5,531 50 34 14 1.51 
FRAIICIS MRIOI COlLEGE I :576 2,097 3,673 4 0 4 o.n 
lAieER COLLE&E 176 1 400 2,276 17 5 22 1.01 
IIEDICAL IIIIVERSITY OF S.C. 1,175 1:293 2,461 32 19 51 2.tl 
S.C. STATE tllllE&E 1599 2,270 3 169 16 7 23 0.61 
IJSC-COI.UfiiJA 10:511 12,454 22:965 667 299 966 4.21 
USC-AIKEI 826 1,242 2,061 6 I 7 0.31 
ust-COA&TAl CAROUIA 1,442 1,734 3,176 30 8 38 1.21 
USC-SPMTAialR& 1,184 1,772 2"' 8 3 II 0.41 
IUITIItOI' Cll.LEGE 1,796 3,527 5:323 38 15 53 1.11 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- -------------------SUBTOTAl PUBLIC SENIOR 32,683 38,023 70,706 1,301 497 1,798 2.51 
TID-YEAR RE&IOIIAL. CMPUSES 
USC-IEAUFDIT 339 372 711 2 0 2 0.31 
IISC-LAII:ASTER 340 630 970 0 0 0 0.01 
USC-SALKEHATCHIE 146 281 427 1 I 2 0.51 
IISC-SUffTER 571 694 1,265 1 4 5 0.41 
USC-IIIIIIIt 90 229 319 0 0 0 0.01 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- -------------------SUITOTAL RE&IOMAL CAftPUSES 1,486 2,206 3,692 4 5 9 o.n 
TECHNICAl COllEGES 
AIKEN 686 642 1,328 0 0 t 0.01 
BEAUFORT 441 538 979 21 10 31 3.21 
CHESTERFIELD~LIORO 209 410 619 1 0 1 0.21 
DEIItARK 304 385 689 3 0 3 0.41 
FLDREICE-DARLII&TON 662 1,238 I 900 1 0 I o.n 
&REENYillE 2,670 3,1~ s:a55 42 47 89 1.51 
HORRY -liEIM&ETOIM 678 790 1,468 1 0 I o.n 
"IDLMDS 2,383 2,667 5,050 1 2 3 0.11 
ORM8E8UR&-CALIIJUII 554 731 1,2~ 0 0 0 0.01 
PI EllflllfT 718 897 1,615 0 0 0 O.tl 
SPMTAI8UR6 824 878 1,702 3 0 3 0.21 
!UtTER 665 1,049 1,714 2 0 2 o.n 
TRJ-COIMTY 1,121 I 251 2,379 6 2 8 0.31 
TRIDEll 2,224 3:017 5,241 10 10 20 0.41 
lllLIA~BUR6 105 252 357 0 0 0 0.01 
YDRIC 948 1,177 2,125 0 1 1 0.01 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- -------------------SUBTOTAL TECHNICAl COLLEGES 15,192 19,114 34,306 91 72 163 0.5% 
SUITOTAl PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 49,361 59,343 108,704 1,396 574 1,970 l.BX 
17 
NOM-R~IDENT ALIENS COMP~D TO TOTAL ENR~lftENTS 
UTH CAROLINA COllE S AND UNlVERSI lES 
FAll 1986 
HEADCOUNT NON-RESIDENT ALIENS 
UISTJTUTll* liEN 110ft£N TOTAl "Ell NOII£JI TOTAL 1 ALIEN 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
AllEN UNIVERSITY 115 118 233 0 0 0 0.01 
BAPTIST COllE&£ AT CHAS. 889 905 1,794 0 0 0 0.01 
BENEDICT CDLLE&E 547 922 1,469 26 15 41 2.11 
801 ~DilES llllVERSITY 2,018 2,021 4,039 0 0 0 0.01 
CENTRAL MESLEYAN COllE&E 224 226 450 6 2 I 1.81 
CLAFLIN COLLE&£ 272 485 757 6 l 7 0.91 
CO«ER COLLEGE 112 303 485 I I 2 0.41 
COLIIIIIA IIBLE ClllLE&E 546 320 866 38 13 51 5.91 
COLUIIIIA CIUE&E 0 1,191 1,191 0 2 2 0.21 
COIIVERSE CDLLE&E 57 1,088 1,145 0 l I 0.11 
ERSKINE CDllE6E 346 259 605 6 I 7 1.21 
FURlAN UNIVERSITY 1,370 1,594 2,964 0 0 0 0.01 
LIIESTOIIE COLLE&£ 520 636 1,156 0 0 0 0.01 
LUTHERAN Tllll.O&ICAL SEtiiNARY 119 50 169 0 0 0 0.01 
IIORRIS COllE&£ 245 430 675 0 0 0 0.01 
IIE.RRY Clll.LE&E 370 236 606 1 0 I 0.21 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLE&E 579 447 1,026 5 3 8 0.81 
SHERIWI CDll. STRAI&HT CHIRO. 190 72 262 8 3 11 4.21 
SOUTHERN IIETHODIST COLLEGE 25 18 43 0 0 0 0.01 
VOORIIESCDLLE&E 247 334 581 5 0 5 0.91 
IIOFFOIID COLLEGE 737 358 1,095 5 2 7 0.61 
---------- ---------- --------·- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------BUITOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 9,598 12,013 21,611 107 44 151 0.71 
PRIVATE TMO-YEAR COllEGES 
ANDERSON Clll.LE&E 455 612 1,067 12 5 17 1.61 
Cl.IIITOI JR. COLLE&E 78 27 105 • 0 0 0.01 COLUIIIIA JR. Cll.l. OF IIUSIIIESS 110 414 524 0 0 0 0.01 
lUEllEN ELECTRIIUCS INSTITUTE 257 16 273 0 0 0 0.01 
DTH 6REEIIVILLE CII.LE&E 244 226 470 5 0 5 1.11 
RURED6E CII.LE&E - COl.UftBIA 115 192 307 0 0 0 0.01 
RUREDGE COlLEGE · SPMTAIIIUR6 45 222 267 0 0 0 0.01 
SPARTAIIIURS IIETHODIST COLLE&E 507 460 967 2 1 3 0.31 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------SUBTOTAL PRIVATE TIID-YEAR I ,Btl 2,169 3,980 19 6 25 0.61 
SUBTOTAL PRIVATE 11,409 14,182 25,591 126 50 176 0.71 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 60,770 73,525 134,295 1,522 624 2,146 1.61 
SOURCE: 'FAll ENRDlliENT AND COftPLIANCE REPORT. • HIGHER EDUCATION GENERAL IMFORKATION SURVEY, MCES 
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1986 DPENING FAll ENRDll"ENTS 
SOUTH CAROLINA COlLE6ES AND UNIVERSITIES 
HEADCOUNT IN-STATE VS. OUT-OF-STATE 
OUT- 1 OUT-
INSTITUTION IN-STATE OF-STATE TOTAL OF-STATE 
PUBLIC SEMI~ INSTITUTIONS 
ClE"SON UNIVERSITY 8,989 4,073 13,062 31.181 
COllEGE OF CHARLESTON 4,933 598 5,531 10.811 
FRAMCIS ~ION COLLEGE 3,632 41 3,673 1.121 
lA.ER COLLEGE 2,173 103 2,276 4.531 
~DICAl UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 1,821 647 2,468 26.221 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3 549 320 3,869 8.2n 
THE CITADEL 2:192 1,147 3,339 34.351 
USC-AIKEII 1,876 192 2 068 9.281 
USC-COASTAL CAROliNA 2 767 409 3
1
176 12.811 
usc-coumBIA 17:970 4,995 22:965 21.751 
USC-SPMT~& 2 157 99 2"' 3.351 
IIINTIIIOP COI..LE&E •':no 113 s:323 15.2n 
SUBTOTAl PUBLIC SENIOR 57:269 13,437 70,706 19.001 
TIIO-Y£AR RE&IOIIAL CMPUSES 
USC-IEMJFORT 709 2 711 0.281 
USC -LAII:ASTER 961 9 970 0.931 
USC-SAlKEHATCHIE 411. II 427 2.581 
USC-SUfiTER 1,261 4 1,265 0.321 
USC-UNION 315 4 319 1.251 
SUBTOTAL RE&JOMAL CAMPUSES 3,662 30 3,692 o.8n 
TECHNICAL COllEGES 
IUKEII 1,201 127 1,328 9.561 
BEMIFOIT 979 0 979 0.001 
CHESTERFIELD-"ARLBORO 617 2 619 0.321 
DEIIIARl 664 25 689 3.631 
FlORENCE-DMliii&TOII 1 8t2 I 1,900 0.421 
&fiEEIIYJllE 5:143 12 5,155 0.201 
HURRY -&EOR&ETOIIN 1,423 45 1,468 3.071 
"IDl.MDS 5,043 7 5,oat 0.141 
ORM&EIUR&-CALHOUII 1,283 2 1,285 0.161 
PJEIIIJIIT 1,611 4 1,615 0.251 
SPMTANBIJI6 1 685 17 1,702 1.001 
SU"TER 1:714 0 1,714 0.001 
TRI-COUIHY 2,330 49 2,379 2.061 
TRIDENT 5,223 18 5,241 0.341 
IIILLIA"SIUR& 357 0 357 0.001 
YORK 2 110 15 2,125 0.711 
SUBTOTAL TECHNICAL COI..lEBES 33:975 331 34,306 0.961 
19 
1986 OPENING FALL ENRDLLNENTS 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AlD UNIVERSITIES 
HEADCOUNT IN-STATE VS. OUT-OF-STATE 
OUT- 1 OUT-
INSTITUTION IN-STATE OF-STATE TOTAl Of-STATE 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 1112 71 233 30.471 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHAS. 1,6111 133 1,794 7.411 
BENEDICT COllE&E 1,274 195 I 469 13.271 
808 ~DIES UNIVERSITY 718 3,321 4:039 12.221 
C£11TRAL IIESlEYMI COllE&E 344 106 450 23.561 
ClAfllll COllE&£ 1184 73 757 9.1141 
corER COllE&£ 414 71 4" 14.1141 
COl.IIIBJA IIILE COLLE&E 192 1174 166 77.831 
COl.U.IA COllE&E 1,125 " 1,191 5.541 COIVERIE Cll.lE&E 71111 379 1,145 33.101 ERSKIIIE COllE&E 459 146 605 24.131 
FURRAI UNIVERSITY 1,5111 1,448 2,9114 48.851 
liNESTOIIE COLLEGE 1,038 Ill 1,156 10.211 
LUTIOAII Tl£11.06 I CAL SEJIIIIAIIY Ill 83 1119 49.111 
IINIRIS Cll.LE&E 623 52 675 7.701 
IIE ... Y Cll.LEIIE 499 107 606 17.1161 
PRESIYTERIAI Cll.lE&E 516 510 1,026 49.711 
SHERIIAII CllL. STRAI&tlT CHIRQ. 22 240 2112 91.601 
SOUTIIRN IIETIIIDIST Cll.LE&E 43 0 43 0.001 
VOORHEES Cll.LE&E 492 89 581 15.321 
IIOFFIIID COLLEGE 116 279 1,095 25.481 
9UITOTAL PRIVATE SENIOR 13,450 8,161 21,611 37.761 
PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES 
AllERS.. Cll.LE&E 915 152 1,067 14.251 
CLIIITOI ~~ CIUE&E 87 II 105 17.141 
Cll.IIIIIIA ~R. Cll.L. Of IUSINESS 518 6 524 1.151 
IIELSEI ELECTROIICS INSTITUTE 270 3 273 1.101 
.TH &REEIIVILlE Cll.l£8£ 422 41 470 10.211 
RUTLEDIE Cll.LEBE -tHAII.ESTOit 11/R Ill 11/1 1/R 
RUTLEIBE Cll.L£11-tll.IMIIA 307 0 307 o.otl 
RUTLEIIE Cll.LE6E-6R£EIIVILlE 11/R Ill 11/R 11/1 
RUTLED&E Cll.LEIE-SPAITAIIUR& 265 2 267 0.751 
SPMT-. IIETIIIIIST Cll.LE&E 911 49 967 5.071 
&UITOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 3,702 278 3,910 6.981 
TOTAL All INSTITUTIONS 112,058 22,237 134,295 16.561 
SOURCE! "FAll EIIIOLLIIENT AND CllltPl.IAII:E REPORT 1 " HI &HER EDUCATION &EIIERAl IIIFDRIATIOI SURVEY 1 NCES 
IDTEa N/R • NOT IIEPORTED 
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FALL 1986 STUDENT/FACULTY DATA SUIIMIY 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
CII.LE6E 
u.s. c. S.C. If FRMCIS 
CII.Uitl I A CLE"SOM IIINTIItOP CITADEL STATE CHARlES TOll IN Jill LMD£R 
STUDENT EIIIOlli£1T IY I£ADCOUIIT 22,965 13,062 5,323 3,339 3,869 5,531 3,673 2,276 
1 IIM.E 46 ~ 34 73 41 ~ 43 38 
1 SIIJTH c-.IIIAI 78 69 86 66 92 89 99 95 
1 aa 12 5 15 8 92 7 15 18 
FTE STUDENTS 18,395 12,364 4,473 2,161 3,594 4,376 2,902 1,950 
l LDIER JJVISIDI 45 50 61 5I 61 76 75 75 
I UPPER DIVISIOI 21 39 31 31 30 21 2Z 24 
1 PROFESSI- 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 6RADUAT£ 1ST l£\4EL 16 9 8 ll 6 3 3 I 
l &RAIUATE 2111 LEVEL 7 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 
FTE TEACHIII FACULTY 1,195.73 731.24 222.51 163.50 210.62 246.27 134.64 120.17 
l PaOFESSCitS 25 31 25 31 19 15 25 22 
l ASSOCIATE PROfESSORS 27 25 21 31 24 32 20 32 
1 ASSISTAifT PROFESSIMS 19 10 29 24 31 33 17 26 
l IIISTRUCTORS 5 4 l3 2 24 3 25 1 
l TEACHIMI ASSISTANTS 9 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 OTHER (LECTURERS, ETC.I 15 10 12 5 2 l7 13 13 
SE~STER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 258,322 180,232 65,695 41,967 52,707 65,181 43,231 29,205 
PER FTE TEACHING FACULTY 216 246 296 257 2SO 265 321 243 
Pm!DUCTIIII PROfiLE fSCIIDULED TEACHING 
HOURS TO PRODOCE I CREDIT HOURI 1.17 1.32 1.14 1.10 1.27 1.18 1.12 1.13 
RATIO IF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE 
TEACHING FACULTY 15.4 16.9 20. I t7.:i 17.1 17.1 21.6 16.2 
SCHEDULED TEACHIIIi HOURS PER 
WEEk PER FTE FACUl. TY 8.9 13.0 14.4 12.'1 14.9 12.2 12.9 12.3 
AVERAGE NUftBER OF STUDENTS 
PEA SCHEDULED CLASS 26.9 22.2 22.7 22.4 19.5 25.2 26.7 20.9 
SOURCE: CHE REPORTS 
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FALL 1986 STUDENT/FACULTY DATA SUNNARY 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLE&ES AND UNIVERSITIES 
u.s. c. u.s. c. 
u.s. c. u.s. c. SPARTAN- u.s. c. u.s. c. BALKE - u.s. c. u.s.c. 
AIKEI COASTAL BUR& BEAIFDRT LAICASTER HATCH IE SIIITER 11111011 
STUDEIT EMROLLIIENT BY IIADCOtiH 2,0118 3,176 2,956 711 970 427 1,265 319 
1 IIALE 40 45 40 48 35 34 45 28 
I SOUTH CAROLINIAN 91 87 97 100 99 97 100 99 
1BLACK 12 8 10 15 14 22 l6 17 
FTE STUD£11TS 1,531 2,607 2,167 409 575 292 850 209 
I LOIER DIVISION 74 74 74 100 100 100 100 100 
l UPPER IIVISIOI 26 26 26 0 0 0 0 0 
1 PROFEISIM. 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 
1 &RAIUATE JST LEVEL 0 0 0 • 0 • • 0 l BIIADUATE 211D LEVEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FTE TEACHII& FACULTY 109.36 132.20 132.27 29.62 35.15 23.70 44.52 16.50 
1 PROFESSORS 12 15 15 4 5 4 3 6 
I ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 24 27 29 31 31 25 41 23 
I ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 28 28 18 II 24 32 22 9 
1 IISTRUCTDRS 8 6 ll 4 6 5 6 27 
1 TEACHII& ASSISTANTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l OTHER !LECTURERS, ETC.I 28 24 27 50 34 34 28 35 
SEIIESTER CIIEJJT 1m. PROINICTION 22,970 39,111 32,516 6,134 8,619 4,l83 12,750 3,139 
PO FTE TEACH II& FACULTY 210 296 246 207 245 185 286 190 
PROIUCTJIII PROFILE ISCIEIULEJ 
TEACHII& IIJtltS TO PRODUCE 
1 CREDIT tiUI 1.26 1.14 1.21 1.10 1.17 1.06 1.11 1.04 
RATIO IF FTE STUDEIITS TO FTE 
TEACH Ill& FACULTY 14.0 19.7 16.4 13.8 16.4 12.3 19.1 12.7 
SCI£111.£1 TEADIIN& HOUIS PER 
IIEEIC PER FTE FACULTY 13.5 12.8 12.6 13.2 14.4 13.6 13.0 12.5 
AVERA&E UIER IF STIJDEJITS 
PER SCIIIKI.ED CLASS 19.0 25.4 22.5 15.7 18.7 14.8 21.2 14.9 
SOURCE: CHE REPORTS 
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STUDEIITIFACIILTY DATA CDIIPARISDIIS. FALL 198:5 IIITH FALL 1986 
U.S.C. - COLUNBIA 
FALL 198:5 FALL 1986 
l 
TOTAl ST •• T IEAIK:OUIIT 23,263 22,96:5 
1111U 47 46 
1 -.nt ca.•••• 79 71 11UCk 13 12 
1 LOIEJ DIYISIOI 36 3S 
1 UPP£R 11¥18101 29 21 
1 PROFEISJOIAL 4 4 
1 &UIICMTE 1ST LEVEL UIASJERS) 26 27 
1 BRAIICMTE 2ND LUEL IDOCTOitAm 5 6 
TOTAl FTE STUDmS 18,869 11,395 
1 LOIER DIYIIIOI 45 45 
1 UPPER IIVISIOI 29 21 
1 PROFESSIOIAL 4 4 
I SIAIICMTE 1ST LEVEL IIIASJm) 13 16 
I &RADUATE 2111 LEVEL IDGCTORAm 9 7 
TOTAl FTE TEACHIM& FACULTY 1,183.77 1,195.73 
I PROFES&IItS 23 25 
I ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 28 27 
1 ASSISTAIT PROFESSORS 20 19 
1 IIIITRUCTORI 5 5 
I TEACHIII6 A6SIITMTS ' 9 I OTHER ILECTURERS, ETC.) 15 15 
ITUDOO' !iEIEITER CREDIT - PROIUCTIU. 264,205 258,322 
PROIUCTIOI PER FTE FAQI. TY 223 216 
PROIUCTI .. PROFILE ITEKHIIII HOORI PER CREDIT IIMU 1.21 1.17 
RATIO If FT£ STVIIEITS TO FT£ TEACIIIIII FACULTY 15.9 15.4 
SCIEM£1 TEACHIM& MOORS P£R lEEK PER nE FACtA.TY 9.1 8.9 
AvtRMIE IUIIER OF STUDEJITS PER SCIIEIIlUD CLASS 27.2 26.9 
SIUCE1 tHE REPORTS 
I 











STUDEIIT/FACil.TY DATA CDtiPARISDIIS. FAll 1985 lfJTH FALL 19116 
CLEISDII UNIVERSITY 
FALL 198~ FALL 1986 
TOTAL STUDEIT HEADCOUIT 12,893 13,062 + 1.31 
I MLE ~1 56 
1 SIUTH ta.lllM 70 69 
1kACK ~ 5 
1 LOitER IIYISIOI 40 42 + 
1 UPPO DIYIBIOI 41 37 
1 GRADUATE 1ST LEVEL UIAITERSI 16 II + 
1 &RAIUATE 21D LEVEL IIOCTORATEI 3 3 
TOTAL FTE STUDEITS 12,257 12,364 + 8.91 
1 LOIER DIVIBIDII 49 50 
1 UPPER DlYISIDII 40 39 
1 IRAIUATE 1ST LEVEL I~TERSI 9 9 
1 &IAIUATE 21D LEVEL IDOI:TIItATEI 2 2 
TOTAL FTE TEACHIII& FACtl.TY 796.7~ 731.24 a.n 
1 PIOFE.S 32 31 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFEB&DRS 25 25 
1 AS&IBTMT fltiOFESSIIRS 20 20 
1 IIISTROCTORS 4 4 
1 TEACHJIIS ABSJBTMTS 10 10 
1 OTHER !LECTURERS, ETC.I 9 10 
STUIEIT SEIESTER CREDIT IIUI PRODUCTIOII 179,1115 110,232 + 0.61 
PRODUCTJDII PER FTE FACULTY 225 246 + 9.31 
PRODUCTIIII PROFILE ITEACHIIIS ~ PER CREDIT llliJRI 1.35 1.32 
RATIO OF FTE STUIEITS TO FTE TEACHIIIS FACULTY 1~.4 16.9 + 9.71 
SCHEDULED TEACHJIIS HOURS PER IIEK PER FTE FACULTY 12.0 13.0 + 8.31 
AVEUiiE .-R OF STUI£IITS PER SCHEIIIUD CLASS 22.2 22.2 
~CEa CHE REPOaTS 
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STUD£11TIFACll.TY DATA COitPMJSOIIS. FAll 1915 IIITH FAll 1986 
IIIITHROP COllE&£ 
FAll 1985 FAll 1986 
TOTAl STIIDT 1£AIICOtMT 4,934 :1,323 + 7.91 
I IIM.E 33 34 
I SOOTH CMil.IIIM 84 85 
I lUCK 14 1:1 
1 laMER IIYISIU. 45 48 + 
1 UPPER IIYISIDI l7 33 
1 lltAIUATE 1ST LEVEL IIMSTERSI 18 19 
TOTAL FTE STUDOOS 4,252 4,473 + 5.21 
1 LDIEI DIYI81DI :18 61 + 
1 UPPER IIYISIOI 34 31 
1 81ADUATE 1ST LEVEL IMSTERSI 8 8 
TOTAl FT£ T£ACHIIII FAC1l TY 212.11 222.:11 + 4.91 
1 PIIOFEISORS 24 25 
1 ASIKIATE PIIOFESDS 22 21 
I ASSISTAIT PROFESSORS 30 29 
1 IISTROCTOIS 15 13 
1 01110 ILECTliERS, ETC. I 9 12 + 
STUIEIIT SEIIEST£11 ca£DIT HIMII PROIUCTIIJII 62,733 65,965 • S.21 
PIIOIUCTIDI PER FTE FACil.TY 296 296 
PIOIUCTIU. PROfilE ITEACHI. MOORS PP CREDIT IIJURI 1.14 1.14 
RATIO IF FT£ STUDEIITB TO FTE TEACIIIIII FACULTY 20.0 20.1 + t.SI 
SCI£1Ul.ED TEACH II& HOURS PER IIEK PER FTE FACULTY 1:1.6 14.4 7.71 
AYERAiiE IIMR OF STII£JITS PER SCMEDil.ED ClASS 22.0 22.7 
SOURCE I CIIE liE PORTS 
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STUDENT /FACll TY lATA COIPMISOieS. FAll 1985 IITI FAll 1986 
Tl£ CJTAIEL 
fAll 1985 fAll 1916 
TOTAL STIIEIIT IIAICIMIIT 2,992 l,llt • ll.U 
111LE 10 n 
1 -TH CMallllll 63 " • 1M.ICl 1 I 1 LIIEI 11¥11111 41 44 
1 UPPEI 11¥15101 29 25 
1 IIMUATE tiT LEVEL IMSTOSI 23 31 • 
liTAL FTE SlUIEITI 2,115 2,161 • 1.61 
1 LIIEI IIVISIII 56 5I • I UffEI IIVISIII 36 31 
1 -TE tST l£VEL IMITEISI I u • 
lDTAl FlE TEKIU. FKII.TY 156.35 163.50 • 3.91 
lPUtsa& 22 31 • IAUKIATE PMfE_. ll 31 • 1AaiSlMJ ,_E_ 35 24 
ll.mEl. s 2 
I Dllll ll£CT1Etl, nc. I s s 
STUIEIT SE.STEI CI£11T IIIIa PMMTIOI 41,526 41,"7 • 1.11 
,...;m• PO FTE fACll.TY 264 257 2.n 
..-.:n01 ,_ILE ITEDI. 18115 PO CI£DIT lllllal 1.10 1.10 
MTII If FTE STIIEIITS Tl FTE lEDI. FACII.TY 17.t 11.5 2.n 
SCIIIIUI TEACH I. 110111& r£R IIEIK PEl FTE FACUI.. TY 14.5 12.t 11.01 
AVERMiE ._. DF ST ... TS r£R SCHEIII.O CUSS 20.6 22.4 
SOIIICEI DIE I£POITS 
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STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CO~ARJSDMS. FALL 1985 MITH FALL 1986 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
FM.l 1985 FALl 1986 
TOTAL STUDEJT HEAOCOUIT 4,164 3,869 7.11 
l MLE 41 41 
1 SOUTH CARIUIIJAII 91 92 
l ILACK 93 92 
1 LOIER DJYJSJON 46 53 + 
1 UPPER DJVJSJOM 37 33 
1 GRADUATE 1ST LEVEl IIIASTERSI 15 12 
1 GRADUATE 2ND lEVEl IDOCTORATEI 2 2 
TOTAL FTE STUDEIITS 3,699 3,5t4 2.11 
1 LOMER DJVISIOI 58 61 + 
l UPPER DIVISION 35 30 
1 GRADUATE 1ST lEVEL lltASTERSI 5 6 
l GRADUATE 2ND lEVEl IDOCTORATEI 2 3 
TOTAL FTE TEACHII& FACULTY 211.15 210.62 0.31 
1 PROFESSORS 16 19 + 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFESSIItS 27 24 
l ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 31 31 
l IMSTROCTORS 26 24 
1 OTHER (lECTlJtERS, ETC. I 0 2 + 
STUDEIIT SE~STER CREDIT HOUR PROIUCTIIIII 54,486 52,707 3.31 
PRODOCTIOM PER FTE FACUlTY 258 250 3.11 
PROIOCTIOM PROFILE ITfACHIIIG HOURS PER CREDIT HOURI 1.27 1.27 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHIII& FACULTY 17.5 17.1 2.31 
SCHEDULED TEACHIN& HOURS PER W££K PER FTE FACULTY 16.0 14.9 6.91 
AVERA&£ IUIIER OF STUD9TS PER SCHEIHl.ED CLASS 19.5 19.5 
SOURCEs CME REPORTS 
27 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CONPARJSONS. FAll 1985 liTH FAll 1986 
COLLEGE Of CHARLESTON 
FAll 1985 FAll 1986 
TOTAL STUDEIT HEADCOUNT 5,303 5,531 + 4.31 
1 IIALE 36 35 
1 SIIUTH CARII.IIIAII 90 89 
lkACK 7 7 
I LOMER DIVISIOI 67 .. 
I UPPER DIVISIOI 27 25 
I &IAIUATE 1ST LEVEL UIASTERSI 6 7 
TOTAl FTE STUIEITS 4,218 4,376 • 3.71 
I LDIER DIVISIOI 73 76 • X UPPER DIVI&IOI 24 21 
1 &WUATE 1ST LEVEL IIIASTER&I l l 
TOTAl FTE TEACHIN6 FACULTY 2l9.U 246.27 • 2.91 
1 PROFESSORS 12 15 • I ASSOCIATE PROFEISORS 30 32 • I ASSISTAIIT PROFESSOR& 35 33 
1 li&TU:TORS 1 l • 1 TEACHII& ASSISTAITS 2 0 
I OTHER ILECTIIIERS, ETC. J 20 17 
STUDEIT SEIESTER CIIEIIT 111111 I'IIODUCTJOII 62,913 ~,188 • 3.61 
PRODUCTIOI P£R FTE FACULTY 263 265 • 0.81 
PRODOCTIIII ,_ILE ITEACHllli HOURS PER CIIEDIT IIJIJtl 1.13 1.18 
RATIO OF FTE STUDEITS TO FTE TEACHIII FACULTY 17.6 17.1 • t.ll 
SCHEMEl TEACHUI& IIIURS PER 1&1 PER FTE FACULTY 11.8 12.2 • 3.41 
AYERA&E IUIIER OF STUDEITS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 24.6 25.2 
SOURCE: CitE REPORTS 
28 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CO~ARISONS. FALL 1985 WITH FALL 1986 
FRANCIS "ARION COLLEGE 
FAll 1985 FALL nB6 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNT 3,434 3,673 • 7.01 
t "AlE 44 43 
1 SOOTH CMCLIIIIMI 99 99 
t 8lAa I:S 15 
t LIIIIER DIVISIOII 58 57 
t UPPER DIVISIOII 31 29 
1 8RAIUATE 1ST LEVU UtASTERSI 1l 14 • 
TOTAL FTE STUDEIITS 2,693 2,902 • 7.81 
1 LOIER IIVISIOII ~ 75 
I UPPER IIVISIOII 21 22 
1 &RAIUATE 1ST LEVEL UIASTERSI 4 3 
TOTAL FTE TEACIIIII& FACUlTY 121.80 134.64 • 10.51 
1 PROFESSORS 25 25 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 24 20 
t ASSISTANT PROFESSIItS 19 17 
t IIISTROCTORS 20 25 • 1 OTHER (LECTURERS, ETC.I 12 13 
STUDEIIT SEIIESTER CREDIT IIJUR PIODUCTIOII 40,058 43,231 • 7.91 
PROIIUCTIOI PER FTE FACti.TY 329 321 2.41 
PRODUCTIOII PROFILE UEACHIIIi HOURS P£R CREDIT HOURI 1.12 1.12 
RATIO lJ= FTE STUDEIITS TO FTE TEACHIII6 FACUlTY 22.1 21.6 . 2.31 
SCHEDULED TEACHIII6 HOURS PER MEEK PER FTE FACULTY 13.1 12.9 1.51 
AVERAGE IUIIER Of STUDEIITS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 26.8 26.7 
SOURCE I CHE REPORTS 
29 
STUDENT/FACUlTY DATA COIIPARISOIIS. FALL 1985 MITH FALL 1986 
LANDER COLLEGE 
FALL 1985 FAll 1986 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNT 2,313 2,276 1.61 
1 "ALE 36 38 + 
1 SOUTH CARII.INIAN 96 95 
I BLI\CK 21 18 
1 LOMER DIVISION 64 65 
I UPPER DIVISION 33 33 
1 &RADUATE 1ST LEVEL lftASTERSl 3 2 
TOTAL FTE STUDENTS 1,992 1,950 2.11 
I LDIER DIVISION 76 75 
I UPPER DIVISION 23 24 
I &RADUATE 1ST LEVEL I"ASTERSI 1 1 
TOTAL FTE TEACHIN& FACUlTY 116.45 120.17 + 3.21 
I PROFESSORS 19 22 + 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 39 32 
I ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 26 26 
I INSTRUCTORS 6 7 
I OTHER ILECTURERS, ETC.l 10 13 + 
STUDENT &EitESTER CREDIT HOIIt PRODUCTION 29,802 29,205 2.01 
PRODUCTION PER FTE FACULTY 256 243 5.11 
PROIOCTJDN PROFILE tTEACHIN& HOURS PER CREDIT HOURI 1.12 1.13 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHIN& FACULTY 17.1 l6.2 s.u 
SCifDillED TEACHUI6 HOURS PER IIEEK PER FTE FACUlTY 12.3 12.3 
AYERA&E IU~ER Of STUDENTS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 21.2 20.9 
SruiCE: CHE REPORTS 
30 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CO~ARISONS. FALL 1985 MITH FALL 1986 
U.S.C. - AikEN 
FALL 1985 FALL 1986 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNT 2,07l 2,068 0.11 
'lltM.E 39 40 
I SOUTH CMOLIIIAN 91 91 
1 8lAtiC 15 12 
I LONER DIVISIOI 67 68 
1 UPPER DIVISION 33 32 
TOTAL FTE STUDENTS 1,512 1,531 + 1.31 
I LDIER DIVISION 75 74 
I UPPER DIYJSJOI 25 26 
TOTAL FTE TEACHINii FACII.TY 108.1t 109.36 + 1.21 
I PROFESSIIIS 13 12 
1 ASSOCIATE PIOFESQS 24 24 
1 ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 28 21 
1 IISTROCTORS 6 8 + 
1 OTHER <LECTlRERS, ETC. I 29 28 
STUDENT SEIIESTER CREDIT HOtJt PRODUCTION 22,673 22,970 + 1.31 
PRODUCTION PER FTE FACti. TY 210 210 
PRODOCTIOII PROFILE ITEACHII& HOURS PER CREDIT IIIURl 1.30 1.26 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHING FACULTY 14.0 14.0 
SCHEDULED TEACH I IIi HOURS PER lEEK PER FTE FACULTY 13.5 13.5 
AVERAGE IIJIIIER Of STUDEIHS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 19.3 19.0 
SOtMCE: tHE REPORTS 
31 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CO"PARISONS. FALL 1985 NITH FALL 1986 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
FAll 1985 FALL 1986 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUMT 2,898 3,176 + 9.61 
1 IIALE 47 45 
1 SOUTH CAROLINIAN 89 87 
1 BlACK 7 a 
1 LOMER DIVISION 73 73 
1 UPPER DIVISION 27 27 
TOTAL FTE STUDENTS 2,3:13 2,607 + 10.81 
1 LOWER DIVISION 76 74 
1 UPPER DIVISION 24 26 + 
TOTAL FTE TEACHIII6 FACII.TY 126.35 132.20 + . 4.61 
1 PROFESSORS 14 1:5 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 31 27 
1 ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 31 28 
1 INSTRUCTORS 4 6 + 
1 OTHER <LECTURERS, ETC.J 20 24 + 
STUDENT SE~STER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 35,295 39,111 + 10.81 
PRODUCTION PER FT£ FACUlTY 279 296 + 6.11 
PRODUCTION PROFILE !TEACHIII& HOURS PER CREDIT HOURI 1.17 1.14 
RATIO OF FTE STUDEMfS TO FTE TEACHING FACULTY 18.6 19.7 + 5.91 
SCHEDUlED TEACHIII& HOURS PER IIEEK PER FTE FACULTY 12.7 12.8 + 0.81 
AVERA&E MUKBER OF STUDENTS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 24.6 25.4 
SOORC£1 CHE REPORTS 
32 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CD"'ARISORS. FAll 1985 MITH FALL 1996 
U.S. C. - SPARTAKIIUR6 
FAU 1985 FAll 1986 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUMT 2,955 2,956 
1 fW.E 41 40 
1 SOOTH CMCUIIJAII 97 97 
1 BlACK 10 10 
I LOIER DJYISIDI 68 65 
1 UPP£R DIVISION 32 35 
TOTAL FTE STUDENTS 2,099 2,167 
I LONER DJVJSJOI 73 74 
1 UPPER DIYISIOII 27 26 
TOTAL FTE TEACH Ill& FACIJL TY 120.22 132.27 
l PROFESSCIIS 12 15 
l ASSOCIATE PIDFESSDRS 28 29 
I ASSJSTAIIT PROFESSORS 18 18 
1 INSTROCTORS 1l 11 
l OTHER <LECTIIIERS, ETC. I 29 27 
STUDEIIT SEIISTER CREDIT tllllt PRODUCTION 31,487 32,516 
PRODUCTION PER FTE FACULTY 262 246 
PRODUCTION PROFILE ITEACHIII& HlliRS PER CREDIT tllllRl 1.29 1.28 
RATIO Of FTE STUDEIITS TO FTE TEACMIII6 FACIJLTY 17.5 16.4 
SCHEDULED TEACH IN& HOURS PER lEEK PER FTE FACUlTY 12.9 12.6 
AYERA6E IUfBER OF STUDOITS PER satEDULED ClASS 23.7 22.5 










STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CO"PARISONS. FALL 1985 MITH FALL 1916 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
FAll 1985 FALL 1986 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCDUMT 674 711 + 5.51 
11W.E 45 48 + 
1 SOUTH CAROLINIAN , 100 
1 lt.ACK 14 15 
1 LOMER DJVJSJOI 87 17 
l UPPER DIYISJOI 13 !3 
TOTAL FTE STUDENTS 380 409 + 7.61 
1 LOIER DIYISIOI 100 100 
TOTAL FTE TEACHIIS FACULTY 27.15 29.62 + 9.11 
l PROFESSORS 5 4 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS n 31 
l ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 23 ll 
1 INSTRUCTORS 0 4 • 1 OTHER !LECTURERS, ETC.l 39 50 + 
STUI£NT SEIIESTER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 5,693 6,134 + 7.71 
PRODUCTION PER FTE FACULTY 210 207 1.41 
PRODUCTIIIII PROFJL£ ITEACHUI& IIIUtS PER CREDIT tiiURl 1.08 1.10 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHIII& FACULTY 14.0 13.8 1.41 
SCHEDULED TEACHIIS HOURS PER MEEK PER FTE FACULTY 12.7 13.2 + 3.91 
AVERA&E UIER OF STUDEitTS PER SCHEIKUD CLASS 15.0 15.7 
SOURCE: CHE REPORTS 
34 
STUDENT/FACUlTY DATA CO~ARISONS. FALL 1985 WITH FAll 1986 
U.S.C. - LAMCASTER 
FAll 1985 FAll 1986 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNT 974 970 o.u 
IIIM.E 33 35 + 
I SGUTH CMtliNIM 99 99 
IILACK 16 14 
1 LOIER QJVISIDI 88 88 
I UPPER DJYISIDI 12 12 
TOTAL FTE STUDENTS 613 575 6.21 
I lOIER DIYISIOI 100 100 
TOTAL FTE TEACHING FACULTY 35.65 35.15 1.41 
I PROFESSORS l 5 + 
I ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 37 31 
1 ASSISTAIIT PROfESSORS 27 24 
1 IMSTWOCTORS 3 6 + 
I OTHER (LECTURERS, ETC.I 32 34 + 
STUDENT SEIIESTER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 9,192 8,619 6.21 
PRODUCTION PER FTE FACULTY 258 245 5.01 
PRODUCTION PROFILE HEACHIII6 HOURS PER CREDIT HOURI I. 21 1.17 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHING FACULTY 17.2 16.4 4.71 
SCHEDULED TEACHING HOURS PER MEEK PER FTE FACUlTY 14.6 14.4 1.41 
AVERA&E NU"BER OF STUDENTS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 17.6 18.7 
SOURCE: CHE REPORTS 
35 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA COIIPARISIIHS. FALL. 1985 IIITH FALL 1986 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
FALL 1985 
TOTAL STUDENT HEADCOUNT 452 
1 IIALE 37 
I SOUTH CARil.INIAN 99 
I 8l.ACK 23 
I LOIER DIVISIOI 88 
1 UPPER DIVJSJDM 12 
TOTAL FTE STUDEJTS 311 
. 1 LOIER IIVJSJOI 100 
TOTAL FTE TEACH Ill& FACti. TY 22.00 
1 PROFE SSDRS 5 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 26 
1 ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 34 
I J II&TIIOCTORS 0 
1 OTHER <LECTURERS, ETC.I 35 
STUDEIIT SEIESTER CIIEDIT HOIII PRODUCTIDII 4,768 
PRODUCTION PER FTE FACUlTY 217 
PRODUCTIOII PROFILE <TEACHIII& HOURS PER CREDIT IIJIJRI 1. 10 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHING FACUlTY 14.5 
SCHEDULED TEACHII& HOURS PER MEEK PER FTE FACULTY 13.8 
AVERA&E MUNIER OF STUDENTS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 16.7 































STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CO"'ARISONS. FAll 1985 MITH FAll 1986 
U.S.C. - SmtTER 
FAll 1985 FALL 1986 
TOTAl STUIDT HEADCOUIIT 1,282 I ,265 t.31 
1 IIALE 52 45 
1 SOUTH CAROLIMIAI 100 too 
1kACK 18 16 
1 LOIER IIYISIOI 84 85 
1 UPP£R DJYJSJOif 16 15 
TOTAL FTE STUIERTS 1189 850 4.41 
I LOIER IIYJSJOI 100 tot 
TOTAL FTE TEACH Ill& FACtl TY 41.98 44.52 + 6.11 
I PROfESSORS 1 3 + 
I ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 33 41 • 1 ASSISTAIT PROFESSORS 40 22 
1 IETRtETORS 3 6 + 
1 OTHER (LECTIMEitS, ETC. t 23 21 • 
STUIEMT SEI£STER CREDIT 11M PRODUCTION 13,341 12,750 4.41 
PRODUCTJOI PER FTE FACUlTY 318 286 10.11 
PRODOCTIIII PROFILE (TEACHIII& HOORS PER CREDIT I«JUR) 1.07 l.ll 
RATIO Of FTE STUDEMTS TO FTE TEACH IN& FACULTY 21.2 19.1 9.91 
SCHEDULED TEACHIII& HOURS PER IIEEK PER FTE FACULTY 12.4 13.0 + 4.81 
AVERA&£ MlltiER Of STUDENTS PER SCHEMEl CLAIS 23.4 2t.2 
SOURCEz CHE REPORTS 
37 
STUDENT/FACULTY DATA CD"PARISDNS. FAll 1985 MITH FALl 1986 
U.S.C. - UNION 
FAlL 1985 FAll 1986 
TOTAl STUDENT HEADCOUNT 313 319 + 1.91 
1 IIAlE 31 28 
1 SOUTH CAROUIUAN " 99 1 ILACK . 18 17 
1 lOWER DIVISION 88 88 
1 UPPER DIVISION 12 12 
TOTAL FTE STUDENTS 222 209 5.91 
1 lOMER DIVISION 100 100 
TOTAL FTE TEACHIIIG FACil.TY 18.10 16.50 8.81 
1 PROFESSORS 6 6 
1 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 26 23 
1 ASSISTAIIT PROFESSORS 10 9 
1 INSTROCTORS 19 27 + 
1 OTHER (LECTURERS, ETC.I 39 35 
STUDENT SENESTER CREDIT HOUR PRODUCTION 3,334 3,139 5.81 
PRODUCTJOII PER FTE FACUlTY 184 190 + 3.31 
PRODOCTION PROFILE ITEACHIIE MOORS PER CREDIT HOURI 1.08 1.04 
RATIO OF FTE STUDENTS TO FTE TEACHIN6 FACULTY 12.3 12.7 + 3.31 
SCHEDULED TEACHIII6 HOURS PER IIEEK PER FTE FACULTY 13.7 12.5 8.81 
AYERA&E NURBER OF STUDENTS PER SCHEDULED CLASS 12.6 14.9 
SOURCE: tHE REPORTS 
38 
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WHITE: 
£.UJ -ASSOCIATE BACHELOR'S MASTER'S DOCTORATE 
*INCLUDES NON-RESIDENT ALIEN, AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE, ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER, HISPANIC 
39 
BLACK 
DEGREE " F 
ASSOCIATE 405 754 
BACHELORS 713 1,235 
RASTERS I FIRST PROFESSIONAL 77 257 
DOCTIIIAl 14 7 
TOTAL DE&REES AtiARDED Jll.Y 1, 1985 TO JUNE 30, 1986 
BY RACE, SEI AND ACADE"IC DISCIPLINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEBES AND UNIVERSITIES 
SUIIIARY OF ALL DEGREES 
WHITE OTI£R 
" F " F 
1,591 2,219 67 74 
5,250 5,330 175 112 
1,419 11740 209 86 
132 64 33 8 
SOlltCE1 "DEGREES MIARDED." HIGHER EDUCATIOit GENERAL INFORIIATIOII SmYEY. NCES 
40 
TOTAL &RAID 
" F TOTAL 
2,063 3,047 5,110 
6,138 6,677 12,815 
1,705 2,083 3,788 
179 79 258 
BlACK 
" F 
A&RIIUSIIIESS M AliRICtlTURM. PROD. I I 
A&IICULTURAL SCIERCES I 0 
REIIMK.E IMTURAl RESOURCES 2 0 
IIRCMITECTUI£ All EIVJ'"*"EITM. D£SI&I 0 0 
MIIIESS M IIMMDE•T 72 140 
IUSIIISS .. OFFICE 50 219 
~ETIIB All IISTRIIUTIOI 19 54 
COIIUIJCAT lOIS TEtfiQ.Dii IES 0 0 
COIIPUTER MID IIFORMTIOI SCIEIICES 5 4 
EDUCATIC* 0 0 
EII&IIIEEWIIIIi Alii RELATEI TECIIIJLOGIES 136 25 
ALLIED HEAL TM 10 34 
HEM. Til SCI E11CES 7 49 
YOCATIOIIAL HOltE ECIMOintS 2 13 
IIIIUSTRIIIL ARTS 2 0 
lAI 0 3 
liiERAL/IEJERAL STUDIES 47 79 
PMU MD RECRUTIOII 0 0 
THEOL06Y 0 0 
PROTECTIVE SERVICES 24 Jl 
PUkiC AfFAIRS 4 27 
COISTRUCTIDI TRADES 0 0 
IIECMARICS ~ REPAIRERS 6 0 
PRECJSI .. PROIUCTION 16 5 
VISUM. AID PERFOIItlll& ARTS . I 0 
DUREE TOTIILS 405 754 
TOTAL DEGREES AWARDED JULY I, 1985 TO JUNE JO, 1986 
BY RACE, SEX AND ACADE"IC DISCIPliNE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES . 
ASSOCIATE DEGREES 
IIHITE OTHER 
" F " F 
' 12 I 0 22 l 0 0 
31 3 0 0 
0 4 0 0 
IM "' 9 ' 160 558 5 21 
55 146 4 2 
12 4 0 0 
4 I • • 2 I 0 0 
40 63 21 4 
33 259 3 7 
16 460 2 10 
13 24 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
I 34 0 I 
257 324 5 6 
16 0 I 0 
4ft 14 0 3 
70 42 3 3 
3 34 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
54 2 2 0 
98 17 4 I 
8 16 0 0 




























TOTAl DEGREES ANARDED JULY l, 1985 TO JUNE 30, 1986 
BY RACE, SEX AND ACADE"IC DISCIPLINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
BACHELOR DE6REES 
------------------
BLACK IIHITE OTHER TOTAl 
" F " F " F " F 
AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PROD. 3 5 28 2 0 0 31 7 
A6RICULTURAL SCIENCES 0 0 31 23 0 0 31 23 
REIIEIIABLE NATURAL RESOIIICES 0 0 16 3 0 I 16 4 
ARCHITECTURE AND ENYJROINENTAL DESIGN 0 3 67 62 2 2 69 67 
BUSINESS AIID IIMA&EIIEIIT 172 287 1,581 1,123 57 29 1,810 1,439 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE 1 27 5 43 0 I 6 71 
NARKETI16 AID DISTRIBUTION 58 73 65 41 6 3 129 117 
COIItUIII CA Tl OilS 19 38 122 182 2 3 143 223 
COIIPUTER AND IIFIIRIIATIOII SCIENCES 30 32 212 137 15 8 257 177 
EDOCATIOII 91 182 259 I ,067 I 8 351 1,257 
EI611EERII6 17 12 666 110 29 2 712 124 
EN61NEERIN& AID RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 50 17 76 8 0 0 126 25 
FOREI611 LAII6UA6ES 2 4 15 73 0 2 17 79 
AlliED HEALTH 1 16 24 76 0 0 25 92 
HEALTH SCJEIICE& 3 51 72 445 I 8 76 504 
HOlE ECIIIJIICS 5 48 2 92 0 I 7 141 
LAII 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 
LETTERS II 30 99 254 0 2 110 286 
LI8ERAL/6EIERAL STUDIES 22 29 165 142 6 4 193 175 
LIFE SCIENCES 27 68 245 180 14 7 216 255 
IATHEIATICS 38 40 84 102 5 0 127 142 
IULTI/INTERDISCIPLIIARY STUDIES 0 0 9 32 0 5 9 37 
PARKS AID RECREATIIII 2 l 15 38 0 0 17 39 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 1 0 54 31 0 0 55 31 
THEOLOGY 0 0 219 94 6 2 225 " PHYSICAL SCIENCES 18 9 154 43 9 2 181 54 
PSYCHOLOGY 17 64 114 288 2 6 133 358 
PROTECTIVE SERVICES 23 46 48 15 3 0 74 61 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 4 34 2 25 1 0 7 59 
SOCIAl SERVICES 82 101 697 397 12 9 791 507 
VISUAL AND PERFDRftiNG ARTS 16 18 101 202 4 7 121 227 




A&RIIUSIIIESS AIID A6Rictl TURAL PROD. 0 0 
A&RJCUl TURN. SCJEIIC£5 2 0 
RUEIMILE MTURAL RESOIIICES 0 0 
ARCHITECTUR£ AIID EIYIIOII"UTAL DESI&II 0 0 
IUSIIIESS Alii IWIA&EIIEIIT 0 6 
BUSJIIESS AID OFFICE 0 0 
COfiiiUIII CA TJ OilS 0 I 
COIIPUTER MID IWORMTIDII SCIEIICES 0 I 
EMATJOII 45 206 
EII&IIIEERIII& I 0 
Fu.£1611 lAIIBUMiES 0 0 
MEN. Til SCIEIICES 4 19 
HOfiE ECOIIIfUCS 0 2 
LAI 10 9 
LETTERS 0 0 
LIIRARY All ARCHIVAL SCJEIICES I 3 
LIFE SCIEIICES 0 I 
IIATHEIIATI CS 0 0 
PARKS Ml RECIIEATIDII 0 0 
PHILOSOPHY AIID RELI&IO" 0 0 
THEOL06Y 4 0 
PHYSICAL SCIEICES I 0 
PSYCHil.06Y 0 0 
PROTECTIVE SERVICES 4 0 
PUiliC AFFAIRS 2 7 
SOCIAL SERVICES 1 0 
VISUAL AIID P£Rf0tn!IM6 ARTS 2 2 
DE&REE TOTALS 77 257 
TOTAl DEGREES AWARDED JULY I, 1995 TO JUNE JO, 1906 
BY RACE, SEX AND ACADE"IC DISCIPLINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COllEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
"ASTERS AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES 
IlliTE OTHER 
" F " F 
4 I I 0 
16 7 2 I 
7 2 0 0 
28 9 0 0 
206 134 l6 18 
1 I 0 0 
5 10 I 3 
12 5 It 5 
257 932 22 12 
102 7 75 3 
l 5 0 4 
252 749 20 10 
0 18 I 0 
136 75 I 2 
12 21 3 3 
12 46 I ' 31 19 4 0 
14 16 2 5 
2 4 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
185 17 tO 4 
31 18 10 2 
5 3 0 0 
4 3 0 0 
30 78 0 I 
34 19 7 4 
29 41 2 3 


































A&RIIIJSIIIESS AIID A&RICll.TURAl PROD. 0 0 
A&RICULTURAL SCIENCES 0 1 
IIEIIEIIAILE NA TlltAl liE SOURCES 0 0 
BUSJIIESS AND IIAIIA&ENENT 0 1 
EDUCATIOII 11 3 
Ell& I NEER J 116 1 0 
HEALTH SC J EJICEB 0 l 
LETTERS 0 0 
LIFE SCJEJI:ES 1 0 
ItA THEM 11 CS 0 0 
THEDLD&Y 0 0 
PHYSICAL SCIEICES 0 0 
PSYC.u&Y 0 1 
SOCIAL SERVICES 1 0 
DE&REE TOTALS 14 1 
TOTAl DEGREES AWARDED JULY 11 1985 TO JUliE 301 1986 
BY RACE, SEX AND ACADE"IC DISCIPLINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
DOCTORAL DEGREES 
WHITE OTHER 
" F " F 
1 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
12 1 4 0 
34 30 2 I 
5 l 5 0 
2 2 l 0 
6 1 I 0 
22 1 2 3 
6 2 2 2 
8 0 0 0 
24 5 8 1 
4 3 0 0 
8 5 7 1 




















TOTAL DEGREES AMARDED 
JULY 11 1985 TO JUNE 30, 1986 
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
"ASTER'S ' 1ST 
INSTITUTIOII ASSOCIATE BACHELOR'S PROFESSIONAL DOCTOR'S TOTAL 
PUBLIC SENIOR JISTJTUTJONS 
ClEMSOI UIJYERSITY 2,160 521 56 2,737 
COLLE&£ OF CHAILESTOI 664 33 6!7 
FRNIC IS MR I 011 4 363 73 440 
LAlliER tDLLE&E 20 320 17 357 
NEDICAL UIJYERSITY OF S.C. 282 284 12 578 
S.C. STATE COLLE&£ 645 158 12 815 
T1f£ CITADEL 498 142 640 
U.S.C. - AIKO 62 156 218 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CMOLJIIA 50 271 328 
U.S.C. - COlUftllA 217 2,975 1,691 168 5,051 
U.S.C. - SPARTANIURG 56 266 322 
IUMTIIUIP COLLE&£ 728 275 1,003 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------SUITOTAL PUBliC SENIOR 409 'J335 3.194 248 13,116 PERCENT Of TOTAL 8.01 2.81 4.31 96.11 0.01 
TMO-Y£M RE&JOIIAl CAIIPUSES 
U.S.C. - IEA~ORT 41 41 
U.S.C. - LAICASTER 84 84 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 56 '' U.S.C. - SlitTER 80 10 U.S.C. - UIIOII 30 30 -------- --------- ---------- ---------- ----------SUITOTAL RE&IOIIAL CAfiPUSES 291 291 
PERCEll Of TOTAl s.n 1.31 
TECHtiiCAL CDlLE&ES 
AIKEII 89 89 
BEAUFORT 47 47 
CHESTERFIELD-"ARLBORO 57 57 
IEIIIMK 94 94 
FLDREMCE-DARLJNITON 272 272 
&REEIIYJLLE 560 56t 
HOARY -6EOR6E TOW 173 173 
"IDLMDS 617 617 
ORMI&EBUR6-tALHDUI 127 127 
PlEDfiOMT 232 232 
SPARTANIUR& 235 235 
SUIITER 232 232 
TRI-COUITY 246 246 
TRIDENT 406 406 
IULLJMS8UR6 25 25 
YORK 237 237 
--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------SUITOTAL TECHNICAL COLLE6ES 3,649 31649 PERCEll Of TOTAL 1.41 6.61 
45 
TOTAL DE6REES AMARDED 
JULY 1, 1985 TO JIIIE 30, 1986 
SOUTH CAROLINA COllEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
ftASTER'S • 1ST 
INSTITUTION ASSOCIATE BACHELOR 'S PROFESS I OIIAL DOCTOR'S TOTAl 
PRIVATE SENIOR INSTITUTIONS 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 35 ;m 
BAPTIST COllEGE AT CHAS. 3 195 10 208 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 179 179 
101 JOIIES UNIVERSITY b3 718 130 4 915 
CENTRAL IIE&l.EYAII COLLEGE 93 93 
ClAFllll aJllE&E 67 67 
COKER COLLE&£ 11 81 
COLUIIBIA BilLE Cll.LEGE 18 114 88 220 
COLINIA COLLEGE 197 10 207 
COIIYERSE Cll.lE&E 154 Ill 287 
ERSICIIE COllEGE 113 24 4 141 
FUIIAI UNIVERSITY 540 71 6tl 
LINESTONE COLLEGE 309 309 
LUTIDAII THEil.OGICAL SEIIIIMY 2b 2 28 
JIOIRIS COLLEGE 100 teo 
IIEIIIERIY Cll.LEGE 117 117 
PRESIYTERIAII COLLEGE 187 187 
StDIAII COU. STRAI&HT CHIRO. 0 
SOUTHERN IIETHODIST COLLEGE 102 102 
VOORHEES Cll.LE&E 3 63 66 
IOffiiD COUE&£ 218 218 
----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------SUITOTM. PRIVATE &EJIIOR 87 3~480 594 10 41171 PERCENT OF TOTAL 1. 71 7.21 15.71 3.91 9.01 
PRIVATE JUIIIOR COLLEGES 
AIIIERSIII COLLE&E 219 219 
CliiiTOII ~R. COLLEGE 12 12 
COLUIIIIA JR. COLL. Of BUSINESS 116 116 
IIIELSEII ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 04 64 
-TH &REEIIYILLE COLLEGE 68 68 
RUTLEDGE Cll.lE&E-tHARLESTOtl N/R 0 
RUTLEI&E COLLE&E-COLUNBIA 52 52 
RUTLEISE COllEGE -611EEJV lllE N/R 0 
RUTLEDGE COLLE IE -SPART M8UR6 4'1 49 
SPARTAIIUR& ftETHODIST COLLE&E 94 94 
---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------&UITOTAL PRIVATE JUNIOR 674 674 
PERCEJIT OF TOTAL 13.21 3.11 
TOTAL All IIISTITUTIONS 5,110 12,815 3,781 258 21,971 
SOURCE: "DE6REES MARDED." HI6HER EDUCATION GENERAL INFORftATION SURVEY, NCES 
N/R = NOT REPORTED 
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~ YSIS £F EDI.ICATilHl. llND Gft£RAL R£VENJES AND EXPENDITURES. 198:5-86 
SOOTH CARll.INA llllll.IC SENIOR COLLEGES AND ~1\/ERSITIES 
u.s. c. 
I som. Cll.LE6E u.s. c. 
u.s. c. I£DICil. IF S.C. £F FRANCIS u.s. c. U. S.C. SPARTAN-




19 11 2511 2 'JI 5 11 27.,. 27 .,. 11 'JI 33 .,., 23 lit 29111 2911 32'/. 27 .,. 
STATE APPII)PRIATIIN 57'/. 54'/. 71 'JI 78 'JI 5811 5811 70 'JI 61 11 71 .,. 65'/. 62'/. 63'/. 60'/. 
OOVEIIIDTAL SAArfTS 
I aJfliR:TS 12 'JI 7.,. 1311 911 12 .,. 1 .,. 18 .,. 4 'JI 3 'JI 5.,. 311 1 .,. 611 
PRIVATE SIFTS, SRIWTS 
I aJfliR:TS 3.,. 8.,. 4.,. s.,. 1 'JI 9'/. t .,. 1 4.,. 3ll 
OTI£R SIUCES 9ll 6.,. 10 .,. 3.,. 2" 5" 2 " 
2.,. 1 .,. 2.,. 4.,. 4.,. 
TOTil. Ellli:ATUNl. & 
GEP£1R.. 100 .,. 100.,. 100 'JI tOO ll 100 'JI 100 .,. 100 'JI 100 .,. too.,. tOO 'JI tOO 'll 100" 100.,. 
EXPENDITURE FUNCTIONS 
INSTRUCTUJI 45 .,. 47 11 5211 60ll 41 .,. 38'/. 45 11 45 .,. 42ll 47 11 47 11 51 .,. ""' RESEARCH 11'/. 11'/. 15 .,. 10 s 1 s 5.,. 2" 1 s 
"--ll.IC SERVICE 8.,. 3" 2 'JI 6.,. 10 .,. 2 11 4" 2 11 5 s 2 " 7" II:ADEJtiC SUPPORT 9S 9" 7 " 10 .,. 10 .,. 11 .,. tO .,. 9lf, llS 8.,. 10 " 9S to " STtllENT SERVICES 4.,. 511 2 'JI 1 " tO '/. 9'/. 6.,. 8'/. 911 ll'Jl 12 11 13'/. t2 11 INSTITUTUJfAL SUPPORT 10 s 12 s 13 .,. 7.,. 12 " 15 " 15 'JI 16 .,. 16 .,. t9 .,. 11'/. IS S 14 " IJIERATUJI & MAINTENIKE 
IF PUIIT 12 • 10 'JI 9 'JI 6" IS '/. 19 .,. t2 " 1711 18 .,. 1311 12 11 10 .,. 11 'JI SDWRSHIPS & 
FElllJI94IPS 1 • 3.,. 2" 5 'JI 3" 3 11 2.,. 2ll 2 'JI 2ll 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & 
~HEIR. EXPENDITURES 100 .,. 100 'JI 100 'JI 100 .,. 100.,. too" 100 'JI 100.,. 100.,. 100 " 100" too • 100" 
I EXIl.IJlES ASRICIL TlJIE & liED I CA. PllliC SERVICE II:TIVITJES 
t All TUITI(JI rETAINED AND EXPEJilED FOR Ellti:ATJ(IR RJRPOSES 
SORES: 0£ RERIRT lOt 
47 
.. 
ANALYSIS IF EDUCATIIIIAl AIID GENERAL REVEIIUES AIIO EXPENDITURES. 1985-86 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUkiC SENIOR COllE6ES AND UNIVERSITIES 
u.s. c. 
u.s.c. u.s. c. SALKE - u.s. c. u.s. c. 
BEAlfiiRT lANCASTER IIATCHIE SIIITER UIIOII 
REVEtiJE SOURCES 
STUO£MT FEES 301 23 1 23 1 27 1 171 
FEDERAL APPRIIPRIATIOIIS 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 62 1 61 1 67 1 6:5 1 60 1 
&OVERJIIENTAL &RANTS 
l CIIIITRACTS 1 1 8 1 6 1 7 I ll 1 
PRIVATE SIFTS, &RANTS 
1 1 l COIITRACTS 
OTI£R SOURCES 7 1 8 l 3 1 I l 12 1 
TOTAl EDUCATIONAL l 
&EllUl 100 1 100 1 100 1 100 I 100 X 
EXPENDITURE FUNCTIIIIIS 
IISTRUCTIOII 52 l 46 1 43 1 45 I 33 X 
RESEARCH 
PUII.JC SERVICE 2 1 12 I s 1 6 I 9 l 
ACADEMIC SIJIPDRT 9 1 S I 12 1 11 X 7 I 
STUDENT SERVICES 12 1 13 I 131 ll 1 131 
INSTITUTIONAl SUPPORT 18 1 131 9 1 18 I 17 I 
OPERATION l MAINTENANCE 
OF PlAIIT 7 I II 1 18 1 9 X 12 1 
SCIIILARSH IPS l 
FElliiMSHIPS 
TOTAl EDUCATIOIAL l 
SENERAL EIPEIIIITURES 100 1 100 1 100 1 100 1 100 1 
SOURCES: CHE REPORT 101 
48 
SUIIIMY llf 1915-16 t!JIAEIIT FlUS: REVEIUS MD £1Pt:NDITIMES 
U.S.t. - tOLONBIA 
IEVl-51 
EMATJ-. - &EllltAL: 
I 
IT .. TFEU 
STATE .,..,.IATIDIS 2 
10¥£1-ITM. a.T& Ill tiJITWTS 
PRIVATE &IF~S All COITIIICTS 
( ...... ,. 
SM.£5 - IIEI'IIt£5 llf EIII:ATIIJML 
IENITtiEITS 
OTIO SlUICES 











IIPERATIDI M IIIIIITE .. E 11f rt.MT 
2 
SCMI.AISIIIPS M FELLIJISIIIPS 











JG,7 .. , ... 
---------------
• 202' 287' 394 
• 7S,719,4tl 11,427,m 









• 195,007' 131 















9 • 10 
12 
100 
Eltli•S U,210, 116 TUITIIJI REIIITTED TO STATE TlllASUIIER fOR DEIT SERVICE . 
2 
UQ.III£5 I'Ell liRMITS. 
49 








STATE APPROPRIATIONS 3 
&OVEIIIItiNTAL 6RAIITS MD CONTRACTS 
PRIVATE 61FTs6 &RANTS All CONTRACTS EIIDOIIOT INC 1£ 
SALES MD SERVICES OF EDUCATIIltiAl 
DEPARTI£NTS 
OllER SOURCES 











OPERATION AND MINTENANCE OF PLAIT 
3 
SCHOLARSMI PS AIID FELLIMISH IPS 















• 52,451,727 11,147,942 
3,154,060 
9,540,311 
































EXCLUDES AGRICULTURE PUBLIC SERVICE ACTIVITIES !EXPERII£NT STATIONS, EITENSION SERVICES, 
INSPECTION, ETC.I 
EICLUDES 11,016,489 TUITION RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
3 
EICLUDES PELL &RANTS. 
50 
SllfiiMY If 1985-86 CURRENT FUIIDS: REYEIIIIES MD EXPENDITURES 
I 
NEDICAl UMIYERSITY DF S.C. 




EIIUCATIOML Ml &EIIRAL1 
2 
STUIOT fEES s 1,921,41J 2 
STATE APPROPRIITIOWS 3 67,821,024 71 
· 80¥E .. IITAL &UIITS Ml COITMCT!i 12,509,376 13 
PRIVATE 61FT~ 81MT!i All COITRICTS 3,959,129 4 
SM.£5 Ml liE ICES Of EUATIOIAL 
DEPMTIIIITS I 005 373 I 
OTHER SOIJRC(S 8:828:913 9 
---------------TOTAL EIOCATIOI • liEIIRM. 96,052,228 100 
MJIILIMY EIITEIIPRISES 1,767,731 
--------------
TOTAL REVEillES 97,819,959 
EIPE.ITIJtES: 
EDUtiTI-_ • &EIIRM.: 
IIISTU:Ttlll • 49,514,765 52 RESEMCH 14,705,919 15 
PUkiC SERVICE 1,790,486 2 
M:ADEJIIC ..,_, 6,450,315 7 
STUDEIT SERVICES I 745,158 2 
IISTITUTIOIIAl SUPPORT 12:739,451 13 
DPERITIOII MD IMIIITEIIIIII:E If PLMT 9,081,953 9 
3 
SCIIIURSNIPS MD FELLIIIISNIPS 229,932 
---------------TOTAL EDUCATIOIAL • &EIIERAL 96,327,919 100 
MJIII.IMY EITERPRISES I ,620,110 
---------------
TOTAl EIPE.ITtlf~!i • 97,948,089 
I 
Eltl8£S IEDitll PUiliC SERVICE ACTIVITIES IIIISPJTAL, CliiUC~1 RE&IIIIIIl NEDitAl PRO&RM, LOCN. HOSPITAL COIISORTIUft, STATEIIIDE FMILY PRACTICE, MD FE11tRAL AREA HEALTH EDUCATIOI 
tEllERS. I 
2 
EXClUDES 11,983,835 TUITION AID FEES RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEll SERVICE. 
3 
EXClUDES PELL &RMTS. 
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SUIItARY Of 1985-86 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EIPEIIOITURES 
U.S.C. - SCHOOL OF "EOICINE 
REYEIIUES: 
EDUCATIIIIIAl MID &EIIERAL: 
STtmNT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 
60VERMMENTAL &RANTS AND CONTRACTS 
PRIVATE &IFT~j &RANTS AND CONTRACTS 
SALES MID SEKVICES Of EDOCATIOIIAL 
DEPARTIIENTS 
OTHER SOURCES 
TOTAL EDUCATION ~ GENERAL 
TOTAL REVENUES 
EXPENDITURES: 







OPERATIOII AND ltAINTEIIAIICE OF PlANT 






































SU""ARY OF 1985-86 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
WINTHROP COLLESE 
REVENUES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAl: 
1 
STUDENT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
&oVERNitENT Al &RANTS AND CONTRACTS 
PRIVATE &IFTSJ~ANTS AND CONTRACTS 
EltDIMIEIT INCunt 
OTI£R SUCES 











OPERATION AID ftAINTENAitCE OF PLANT 
2 
SCHOLARSHIPS AltD FEllOISHIPS 




























EXCLUDES $503,935 TUITION REMITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICES. 
2 
EXCLUDES PEll &RANTS. 
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SUnnARY OF 1985-86 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES ANI EXPENDITURES 
TIE CITADEL 
REVEIIUES: 
EDOCATIDIIAl AIID &ENERAlz 
I 
STUDENT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
6DVEAIIIIEIITAl &RANTS MID CDIITRACTS 
PRIVATE SIFTS, &RANTS AIID CONTRACTS 
DTIIR SOURCES 











lftRATIDit MD IIAIIITEIWICE OF PLAIIT 
2 
SCHIII..AiSH I P& Allll F EllllltSHI PS 




















EXCLUDES $587 1666 TUITION RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICES. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELl &RANTS. 
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' 15 19 
5 
100 
SU""ARY Of 1985-86 CURRENT FUNDS: REVENUES AND ElPEIIDJTIJRES 
S.C. STATE COLlEGE 
REVEillES: 




STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
&OVERIIIIEIITAL liRAIITS MD COITIIACTS 
PRIVATE GIFTS1~AIITS AID COITRACTS EIIIOIIIEIIT IIICunt 
SALES AID SERVICES OF EDUCATIOIIAI.. 
DEPAIITIDTS 










IIISTITUT IOIIAL SUPPORT 
OPERAHOII MD IIAINTEMNCE OF PlMIT 
2 
SCIIILARSIIIPS AIID FELLOISHIPS 



























EXCLUDES S588,803 TUITION RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICES. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL &RANTS. 
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SUMMY Of 1985-86 CIIIRENT FUNDS: REVENUES MID EXPENDJTIIIES 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
REVENUES: 
EDUCATIONAL AID &EMERAl: 
1 
STUDEJIT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
&OVERMRENTAL &RANTS AND CONTRACTS 
PRIVATE &lf!~~&RAITS AND CONTRACTS 
ENIIOIIIIEIIT IIIUIIIt 
SALES MD SERVICES OF EIOCATIONAL 
DEPARTIIEITS 
OTHER SOIJIC[S 
TOTAl EIIUCATIOII • GENERAL 
AUIILIARY ENTERPRISES 
TOTAl REYEIIJES 
EXPEND IT IllESt 






IIPERATIOI MD MIITEIIAIICE If PlANT 
. 2 
SCIIILARSHIPS MD FELLOIISIIIPS 


























EXCLUDES f799,899 TUITION RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICES. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL GRANTS. 
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SU""ARY OF 1 985-86 CURRENT FIIIDS: REVENUES MD EXPEND ITIMES 
FRAIICIS MRII* Cll.lE&E 
REYEIUES: 
EDUCATIONAL AMD &ENERAL1 
STUDENT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS I 
&OVERIREMTAL &RAMTS AMD CONTRACTS 
PRIVATE &IFTS, &RANTS AND CONTRACTS 
OTilR SIMICES 











OPERATJOI AID NAIIITEIIAIICE OF PLANT 
1 
SCIIJLARSHJPS MD FELLMIIIPS 




EXCLUDES PELL &RAMTS. 







































SUIItARY Of 1985-86 CURRENT FUIIDS: REYEIUS AND EXPEIIDJTURES 
lANDER CDUE&E 
REVENUES: 
EDUCATIONAL AND &ENERAl: 
STUDEIT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS l 
&OVERIIIIEIIT Al &RAllS MD CONTRACTS 
SAlES MD SERVICES Of EDUCATIIIIAL 
DEPARTitEIITS 
OTI£R SOURCES 











lftRATIOI AID IIAJITEIIAII:E If PlMT 
1 
SCHOlARSHIPS AND FEllllfSIIIPS 









































SUfNRY Of 1985-86 CURRENT FIJIDSa REYEIUS MD EXPENDITIIIES 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
REVEillES: 
EDOCATIIJIIAL • GENERAL: 
1 
STUDEIIT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
SOVEIIIIIEITAI.. &RAIITS MD COIITRACTS 
PRIVATE &IFT!A &RAllS AND COITRACTS 
SALES MD SERVICES OF EDUCATIONAL 
DEPARTIIENTS 
OTI£1 tmtCES 











OPERATJOII MD ltAIMTEM~E Of PLAIT 
2 
SCHOLAISIIIPS MID FELLMHIPS 


























EXCLUDES $371611 TUITIIIII RERITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL &RAMTS. 
59 
1 Of EDUC - · 
















SUMARY Of 1985-80 CURRENT FUilDS: REVEillES AND EXPEMDITUR£5 
U. S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
REVEII£5: 
EDUCATIONAL MD &ENERAL: 
1 
STIIKIIT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
&OVE-IITAL &RANTS Ml COIITRACTS 
PRIVATE GIFT!l liiMTS AND COIITRACTS 
SALES AND SEIIYICES Of EIIOCATIIIML 
DEPARTIIIITS 
OTHER &OtltC£S 











lftRATIOII Alii IIAIITEIIAII:E Of PLANT 
2 
SCIIILARSHIPS ANI FELLMHIPS 



























l Of EDIJC -


















EICLUDES $2041639 TUITION AIID FEES REftiTTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL 6RMTS. 
60 
SWIIIARY OF 1985-86 CURRENT FIJIIDS: REVEitl£5 MD EXPENDITURES 
U.S.C. - SPARTAIBUR& 
REVEillES: 
EDUCATIOIAL AQ &EitERAl: 
1 
&TUIIEIT FEES • 2,784,424 STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 6,271,150 
&OYERIIIIEitTAl &RANTS MD CIIIITRACT& 615,876 
PRIYATE GIFT~ GRANTS AID COITRACTS 352,911 
SALES Ml SE ICES Of EDUCATIONAL 
DEPART lENTS 101,077 
OllER !miCE& 327,047 
---------------
TOTAL EDUCATIIIII ' &EitERAl 10,452,485 
AUIILIARY EITERPRISES 584,765 
--------------
TOTAL REYEIIJES $ 11,037,250 
EXPENDITIIlES1 
EDUCATJDIIAL AID &EitERAl1 
IISTRUCTJOit 4,541,500 
RESEARCH 5,713 
PU .. IC SERVICE 739,323 
ACADEJIIC SUPPORT 1,088,860 
STUDEitT SERVICES I ,217,513 
lltSTITUTIIIIAI.. SUPPIIIT 1,482,704 
OPERATIOI MD ftAIItTEIANCE OF PLAIT 1,197,975 
2 
SCIIIl.ARSHIPS Alii FEllDIISHIPS 259,433 
---------------
TOTAL EDUCATJIINAI. ' &EitERAl 10,533,021 
AUIIIliARY EltTERPRISES 548,992 
---------------
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 11,082,013 
1 
EXCLUDES $107,099 TUITION RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERYICE. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL &RMTS. 
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SUIIIIAIIY Of 1985-86 CURRENT FIJIDS: REVENUES AID EXPENDITURES 
REVEillES: 
EDUCATJIIIIAL AND &EIIRAL: 
1 
STUDEJIT FEES 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
IIOVERIIIIITIIL liRAitTS MD COitTRACTS 
PRIVATE &IR!.l &RAIIT& AD CONTRACTS 
SALES MD liEKVICES Df EMATJIIIIAL 
DEPMTIIEIITS 
OTHER SOlltCES 









ACAIEIII C stJ»PPR T 
STUIEIT SERVICES 
JISTITUTIDIIAL SUPPORT 
DPOATIOII MID IIAIIITEIIAIEE Of PlAIIT 
2 
&aiiiLARSHIPS Alii FRLMIIIPS 





























EXCLUDES 119,425 TUITIOII REftiTTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
2 . 
EXCLUDES PEll &RAIITS. 
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SUIIIARY OF 1985-86 CIIIRENT FIMDS: REVEIII£5 MID EIPEIID ITURES 
U.S.C. -LANCASTER 
REYEIIJES1 
EDOCATIIIML MID &EIIERAL1 
1 
STWEIIT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
IIOVE-.EITAL &MillS MD COMTMCTS 
PRIVATE 61FT!._ IIRMTS ,_ CMJMCTS 
SALES MD SERVICES OF EMATIOML. 
IEPARTIIITS 
OTID SWICES 
TOTAL EIIEATIIII • &EIIERAL 
TOTAL REVEillES 
EIPE.ITIIIESr 




ACADEIII C Sti'POIIT 
STUIEIT SERVICES 
IISTITUTIOIAL SUPPORT 
II'ERATIDII AD IIAIITEIIAII:E Of PlMT 
2 
SCIIJI.AIISHIPS ,_ FELLOIIIIIPS 



























EICLWES 125,986 TUITIIII RENITTED TO STATE TREASIIIER FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL GRANTS. 
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SUIIIARY II= 1985-86 CIN£NT FUltS: REVENUES MD EIPEIIDJTIItES 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
REYEIIJESc 
EDIEATIIIIAl Ml 6EIIEUL1 
I 
STUIIEIT FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 
IOYEr.IIITIL &RAitTS - COIITRACTS 
PRIVATE &In!._ 8RAITS .. COITIACTS 
SALES Ml SEIIVICES OF OII:ATIOIIIL 
DEPMTIEIITS 
OliO SlltllCES 











lfWTIOII Alii IIAJITEIIAIICE II= PLAIIT 












































EICLUDES Sl,207 TUITIOII AND FEES RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASUIER FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL &RANTS. 
64 
SUIIWIY If 1985-86 ClltRENT FIMDSa REVENUES MD EIPENDITIItES 




ST .. T FEES 
STATE APPROPRIATIOIS 2 
SOV£a.Eillll &RAIITS Ml COITUCTS 
PRIVATE 61FT!! &RAITS All COITUCTS 
SALES Ml SEKYICES OF EIOCATIOIAL 
DEPART II IllS 








ACAIIEIII C SlJIIIORT 
STUDEIT SERVICES 
I.TITUTJOIIAl SUPPIIIT 
III'ERATJOI Alii IIAIITE-E Of rt.MT 






































EICLUIES 151,711 TUITION AND FEES RE"ITTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEIT SERVICE. 
2 
EXCLUDES PELL &RMTS. 
65 
SWIWIV OF 1985-86 CIJlREIIT FIIIDS: REYENt£5 AND UPEIIDJTtmS 
U.S.C. - UIIIOII 
REVEillES I 
EDOCATIOIIAL MD 6ENERAL1 
I 
STUDEIIT FEES • 231,342 STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2 820,991 
&M-IITAl &UMTS AID atiTRACTS 146,355 
PIIYATE 61~ IIUIITS • IDITUCTS 200 
SALES MD ICES Of EIII:ATIOIIAL 
DEPARTIOTS 12 894 
OllER &CUtES 152:813 
--------------TOTAL EDUCATION l &EIERAL 1,364,595 
--------------
TOTAL REYEJIIS • 1,364,595 
ElPEIIIITlltES: 
EDOCA TIIIIIAL AND 6ENERAL1 
IIISTIIUCTIOII 438 565 
RESEARCH 115:414 
PUkJC SERVICE 96,441 
ACAIIOJC S.PORT 172 '" STIIEJIT SERVICES 234:094 
IISTITUTJOIIAL SUPPORT 282,814 
IIPOATJOII AU IIAIITEIM:E OF PLAIT 200 
---------------TOTAL EDUCATIIIIIAl l &EIIERAL 1,340,227 
------------
TOTAL EIPEIDJTURES • 1,340,227 
1 
2 
EXCLUDES 1141672 TUITION RERJTTED TO STATE TREASURER FOR DEBT SERVICE. 
EXCLUDES PELL &RANTS. 
66 

















TEN YEAR CD"PARISDN OF STATE EDUCATIONAL APPROPRIATIONS 
1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR 
PUBLIC COLLE6ES AND IIIIVERSITIES: 
IIIIITIIUIP • 7,268,073 • 7,739,270. 8,376,714 • I0,06J,4J6 t 11,271,518 • 11,515,376 THE CITADEL 6,423,144 6,929,791 7,265,485 8,lJJ,034 9,355,760 8,897,868 
S. C. STATE 7,954,940 8,675,259 10,017,827 10,477,293 12,408,221 ll,848,498 
FRAIICIS MRIOI 3,986,725 4,151,290 4,774,859 5 610 728 6,417,078 6,096,360 
COLLE&£ Of CHARLESTON 71930,330 8,684,307 9,214,300 10:792:378 ll ,258,041 10,939,732 
LANDER 2,896,082 3,054,239 3,343,805 3 865 377 4,034,033 4 077,398 
MEDICAL UIIJY. - ACAD. DIY, 44,606,168 49,ll0,402 56,120,483 65:427:826 69,854,875 42:329,253 
MEDICAL UIIIY. IIJSPITALt 15,386,259 
MEDICAL UIIJY. STATEIIIDE PS~.t ll,312,690 
CHARLESTIII HI&HER ED. COIIIIORTJIJIIt 142 709 
ClEJISOI lEDUC. ' IDERALI 27,460,296 29 523 085 34,356,432 38 599 059 40,791,255 41,510:425 
USC-COUIIIJA 48,481,403 53:896:189 61,670,a7 n:o19:1o2 78,430,385 71,638,102 
USC SCH. Of IEDICINEtt 8 700 601 





USC-COASTAL 1 950 681 2,310,716 2,854,240 4,372,311 4,374,240 .:302:254 
USC -SPARTAIIItll& 2:ns:574 2,545,137 3,'A4,601 4,574,668 4,888,720 4,644,512 
2-YEM BRAII:HES 1,522,628 2,063,458 2,542,519 3,866,311 4,771,096 4,616,284 
TOTAL ---rn;n•;oor ---r•;525;rn ---201;oar;ua ---2u;l&!;379 ---2u;m;!l2 --2n;!7&;12,-
COLLE&ES AID UIIIVERSITIES 
AS 1 OF STATE REVEIIJE 14.81 14.ll 14.51 15.21 15.31 14.11 
STATE APPRDPRIATIOI FOR 
COIIIISSIIII 01 HI&ID ED. 1 
OPERATJOIIi 516,079 550,106 605 859 677,714 718,007 773,731 
SERVICE PRO&RAIIS 607,022 626,006 700:744 777,382 956,969 885,951 
TOTAL -----1~12!;101 -----1~17&~112 -----1~31&~103 -----t;m;MI -----r,~n~m ----1~m-;m-
STATE APPIOPRIATIOI FOR TECH-
IIICAl • COIIPIIEHEIISIVE EDUCA-
TIDII: 31,164,255 33,851,381 41,208,947 46,974,273 51,234,445 54,850,575 
STATE APPROPRIATIOI FOR TUITIDII 
All &RAIITS - PRIVATE COLLEGES 7,320,594 8,322,726 9,195,460 9,197,670 10,432,761 11,971,015 
TOTAL STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR 
POSTSEC.ARY EDUCATJIII: 203,746,951 223,875,363 258,792,178 300,710,418 324,819,544 329,860,103 
POST&ECOIHIY EIUCATJDII 
AS 1 OF STATE REVEIU: 18.4% 17.51 IB.Il 18.81 19.01 11.n 
TOTAL STATE APPROPRIATIONS 
FOR DEPARTIEIIT OF EDUCATIOII: 391,418,312 451,548,688 508,410,907 599,506,640 648,548,410 704,575,202 
ELEIEITARY ' SECDIIDARY EDUCA-
TIOII AS 1 OF STATE REYEIUE1 35.4% 35.4% 35.61 37.51 37.91 37.91 
TOTAL STATE APPROPRIATION FOR 
All EIIOCATIOII1 595,165,263 675,424,051 767,203,085 900,217,058 973,367,954 1,034,435,305 
All EIIOCATIOII AS 1 OF 
STATE REVEillE: 53.81 52.91 53.81 56.31 56.91 55.61 
TOTAL STATE 6EIIERAL REVENUE 1,105,948,080 1,2n ,305,810 1,426,842,802 1,598,097,635 I I 709,191,279 1,859,538,289 
tiMCLUDED II ~C ACADE"IC DIVISIOII PRIOR TO 1981-82. 67 
ttlNCLUDED IN USC-tOLUNBIA PRIOR TO 1981-82. 
.. 
TEl YEAR CDftfARJSDN OF STATE EDUCATIONAL APPRDPRIATJDIS 
1982-83 1983-84 1984-~ 1985-86 198.-87 
STATE APPROPRIATIDIIS FOR 
PUILIC COLLE&ES AIID UIIYERSITIES: 
IIIIT .. OP ' 11,87l,Oacl S IJ, 139,163 • 15,6~1,397 • 16,032,936 • 15,934,3~3 THE CITADEL 9,023,144 9,839,6411 II ,515,128 11,749,409 II, 988,034 
S. C. STATE 13,1116,634 15,002,858 17,604,755 18,781,963 -16,937,465 
FRAII:IS IIARIIJI 5,825,250 6,638,057 8,431,815 9,154,114 9,252,126 
CDLLEIE OF CHARLESTON 11,416,163 12,4l7,933 15,661 '7acl 16,828,939 1.,354,216 
LMIER 4,216,698 4,769,826 6,050,103 6,698,262 6 925 766 
I£11CM. lillY. - ACAD. DIY. 43,110,975 53,611,795 64,171,432 67,821,024 67:218:o3o 
I£DICAL IIUY. IIISPJTAlt 15,201,550 9,000,000 9,270,256 10,203,562 II 13641067 
I£DltAL UIIY. STATEIIII£ P&ft&.t II, 234,2115 11,365,406 12,512,695 ll, 110,823 12,957,025 
CIWILESTDII Hl&HER El. CllmtTIIJit IIO,H2 200,744 211,073 219,488 216 ... 
Q.Eiftilllt I EIUC. ' &EIERALI 41,6ll,4tl 46,511,054 54,781,451 51,252,351 5t,m:8n 
USC-CDLUIIIIA 71,969,502 78,631,912 .,159,365 98,392 648 101,650,572 
ust SCM. OF I£DICUIEtt 8,941,593 9,427,926 11,016,531 12,440:067 12,711,942 





452 5,012,120 6,119,102 6,415,551 6 136 902 
USC-SPIIRTMm!S 4:196:169 5,225,370 6,17o,n5 6,251,150 .:749:527 
2-YEIIR IUKIIEB 4,960,511 5,353,408 5,930,691 6,a4,607 6,860,116 
TOTAL --,e;m;.n- --219;117;911- --l!l;no;us- -"lA;oao;tM- ---.;m;m-
CDllE&ES Ale UIIVEIISITlES 
AS I IIF STATE R£¥£111 13.51 13.11 14.21 14.31 13.81 
STATE IPPROPIIATIOI FDI 
1:111115511111 1111 HilliER El.: 
.uan• 821 222 879,391 1,070,503 1,108,594 1 m 473 
&miCE PR8AIIS 764:178 819,746 684,300 1,150,606 1:as1:442 
TOTAL ----t;str,IIIO- ---,;199;137- ----t;'m;Hr ----2;m;scr -----r.m;•ts-
STATE .,..IATIOI F .. TECH-
•reAL ' CIJIIIIIEHE.IVE EIUCA-
TIOI: 56,249,849 62,445,462 73,650,.13 90,544,603 86,035,200 
STATE RPPIOPRIATIOI FOR TUITION 
AID aMTS - PRIVATE Cll.LE&E& 11,643,449 12,097,YO 13,119,268 14,542,019 15, ... ,754 
TOTAL STATE RPPROPIIATJOIS FOR 
POSTSEa.MY EUATIII1 335,070,310 366,125,lt1 426,565,149 411,426,112 u3,3n,OH 
POSTSEa.MY EIIOCRTIIJI 
AS I Of STATE RE¥EIII1 17.11 16.61 11.01 18.51 17.71 
TOTAL STATE APPROPRIATIOIS 
F .. DEPARTI£11 Of EUATIOII: 737,010,785 803,976,674 876,588,396 896,817,163 920,138,052 
ElEIDT IIRY • SEtOIIIIRY Ella-
TIOI AS 1 OF STATE REYEIUE: 37.61 36.41 36.91 35.21 34.31 
TOTAL STATE APPROPRIATIOI FOR 
ALL EIUCATIOI1 I 1072,081,095 I, 170,101,871 1,303,153,545 1,368,314,675 1,393,510,150 . 
All EDOCATIOI AS I OF 
STATE RfVEIIIE: 54.71 52.91 54.81 53.81 52.01 
TOTAL STATE &EIIERAL REVEU: I, 960,971,133 2,210,168,405 2,376,048,837 2,545,692,556 2,680,300,000 
tiiCLUIED IN ~C RCADE"JC Dl 
ttiiCLUDED II USC-COliiiBIA PRJ 
. 68 
CO"PARISON OF STATE EDUCATIONAL APPROPRIATIONS PERCENT INCREASE 
1986-87 1986-87 
OVER OYER 
1976-77 1981-82 1986-87 1981-82 1976-77 
STATE APPRIIPRIATIOIIS FOR 
PUBLIC COllE&ES AND 
UIIIYERSITIES: 
IIINTHROP • 7,268,073 • 11,515,376 • 15,934,353 381 1191 THE CITADEL 6,423,144 8,897,868 11 '988,034 351 871 
S. C. STATE 7,954,940 1l ,848,498 16,937,465 431 1131 
FRANCIS IIARIDII 3,986,725 6,096,360 9,252,126 521 1321 
COLLE&E OF CHARLESTON 7,930,330 10,939,732 16,354,216 491 1061 
LANDER 2,896,082 4,077,398 6,925 766 701 1391 
IIEDICAL IMIY. - ACAD. DIY. 44,606,168 42 329 253 67,278:030 591 n/1 
IEDICAL IMIY. HOSf'lTAlt 15:386'259 11,364,067 -261 n/1 
liED I CAL IMIY. STATBIIDE P&IIS. t 11,312:690 12,,7,025 151 n/a 
CHMI..ESTIII HlHR ED. COIISORTIIJI 142,709 216,468 521 n/1 
CLEIISOII lEDUC. ' &EIIERAL I 27 460,296 41,510,425 59,391,877 431 1161 
U&C-tol.UIIIl A 48:481,403 71,638,102 101,650,572 421 1101 
USC SCH. Of IEDICINEtt 8,700,601 12,711,942 n/1 rt/1 
USC-AlKEI 1,512,,7 3,420,433 5,329,073 561 2521 
USC-COASTAL CAROLINA 1,950,681 4,302,254 6,836,902 591 2501 
USC-SPMTAIIIUR6 2,145,574 4,644,582 6,749,527 451 2151 
2-YR. BRAIICHES 1,522,628 4,616,284 6,860,786 491 3511 
TOTAL --ru;m;wr- --ur;l71;t74- --m;m;229- 411 1251 
COllEGES - UIIVERSlTIES 
AS I Of STATE REV£• 14.81 14.11 13.81 -zt -n 
STATE APPttDPIIIATlOI FOR 
CDIIUSSllll 01 HI &HER ED.: 
lftRATIIIIS 516,079 773,731 I ll6 473 731 1591 
SERVICE .PRO&RAIIS 607,022 8115,958 a:as1:442 1101 2061 
TOTAL ---y;nr.ur ---1;&59;119- ----3;t9l-;lt5- 921 1841 
STATE APPROPtlATIIII FOR TECH-
IICAL ' CIIII'REI£11SJYE EDOCA-
Tillis 31,164,255 54,850,575 86,035,200 571 1761 
STATE APPIIII'RIATlOI Fill TUITIOI 
AID SRMTS - PRIVATE Cll.LEBES1 7,320,594 l1 '971 ,015 15,404,754 291 1101 
TOTAl STATE APPRiftiATIOIIS Fill 
POSTSECOIDMY EDUCATIDir 2031746, "'I 329,860,103 473,372,098 441 1321 
POSTSECOIIIMY EDUCATJOII 
AS I Of STATE REVEillE: 11.41 17.71 17.71 01 -41 
TOTAL STATE APPROPRJATJOIS 
FOR DEPMTIIENT OF EDUCATIIMI: 391,418,312 704,575,202 920,138,052 311 1351 
ELEIIEIITARY ' SECIIIDARY EDUCA-
TIIJit AS 1 OF STATE REYEJIII 35.41 37.91 34.31 -91 -31 
TOTAL STATE APPROPRIATJIMI FOR 
All EDUCATJIII: 595,165,263 1,034,435,305 1,3.,3,510, 150 351 1341 
ALL EDOCA TIIJI AS 1 OF 
STATE REVEIIIEr 53.81 55.61 52.01 -71 -31 
TOTAL STATE 6ENERAL REVENUE 1,105,948,080 1,159,538,289 2' 680 '300,000 441 1421 
tiiELUDED Ill IIUSt ACADEIIIC DlYlSIIJII flttiOR TO 1981-82 
ttJICLUDED Ill USC-CDLUIIBIA PRIOR TO 1.,81-82 69 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EOUCATION 
AS A PERCENT OF STATE REVENUES 
Other State 
Agencies 48.0% 
State Colleges and Universities 13.8% 
Education 3.2% 
Grants 0.6% 








TEADIII& 1,195.73 731.24 
8-TEACHJI& 487.07 344.73 
------------ ------------TOT At. IllS TRUCTIIJII 1,682.80 1,075.97 
RESEARCH 2t7.71 180.62 




STUDEIT SERVICES 214.73 101." 
JIISTJTUTIOIML SUPPIRT 545.70 334.26 
II'ERATIIIt Mt IIAIIITEIIAII:E 
OF Pl.MT 514.50 365.45 
----------- -----------TOTAL EIM:ATIM. AID 
BEIER At. 3,570.41 
I 2,24rl.19 
AUIILIARY SERVICES 280.50 318.54 
---------- ----------
TOTAl SERVIC£9 3,850.91 2,609.73 
1 
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SENIOR COLLE&ES AMI UNIVERSITIES 
1 
FULL-TI"E EDUIYALEIT E~LOYEES. FAll 1986 
THE COllE&E IF 
CITADEL S.C. STATE IIJITIIHJfl CHARlES TIM 
------------ -·--------- ----------- ------------
163.50 210.62 222.51 246.27 
42.06 67.10 89.55 60.03 
---------- ---------- ------------ ------------205.56 277.72 312.06 306.30 
4.00 26.27 2.58 1.13 
2.00 38.00 26.82 0.00 
31.00 70.50 55.52 63.45 
51.32 48.53 49.00 45.32 
85.50 93.00 106.50 106.00 
89.00 95.00 88.00 125.24 
------------ ----------- ------------ -----------
468.38 649.02 640.48 647.44 
91.86 93.00 57.14 31.10 ----------- ------------ ------------ -----------
567.24 742.02 697.62 678.54 
ElctUDEI A&IUCil.TURAL EJPERIItEIIT 1 EITEIISIOM SERVICE, RE&II.ATDRY SERVICES, HOSPITALS MD CLINICS 2 . 
EXCLUDES USC-SCHOOL OF ~DJCINE 
71 
I 
FRMICIS lUI CAl 
IWIJOI LMER IJIIV. 
----------- ----------- ---------
134.64 120.17 442.20 
24r.44 10.70 IH.28 
----------- --------- ----------164.01 130.17 1,248.48 
o.oo o.oo 1 •• 91 
o.oo 0.00 40.22 
28.25 22.13 144.01 
32.01 22.67 46.64 
48.75 38.75 467.22 
60.00 38.50 265.40 
------------ ------------ ---------
333.09 252.92 2,400.81 
21.50 12.25 18.55 --------- ---------- ----------
354.59 265.17 2,419.U 




TEACHIIB 109.36 132.2 
D-TEACHII8 20.87 24.75 
---------- -----------
TOTAL IIISTIUCTIIII ue.23 156.95 
RESEARtH 0.00 0.00 
PUBLIC SERVICE 1.14 o.oo 
ACAIEIIIC SIJIPORT 17.45 17.00 
UICI.Iall5 li-JESI 
STUDEIT SERVICES 17.00 21.00 
IISTITUTIOIIAL _,.T 21.18 24.00 
lfERATIU. All IIAJITEIAIEE 
OF Pl.MT 19.37 27.00 
------------ ------------TOTAL EIIIDTIOIAL AID 
liOIERAL 207.07 245.n 
AUIILIMY SERVICES 3.00 0.50 
----------- ------------
TOTAL SERVICES 210.07 246.45 
SOUTH CAROliiiA PUBliC S£1110R COLLE&ES AIID UIIIVERSITIES 
Fll.l-Till: EUUIVAlEIIT EIIPLDYEES. FALL 1986 
u.s. c. u.s. c. u.s. c. u.s. c. 
SPARTAJIUR& IEAifiiiT LAIICASTER SIIU£HATCHIE 
------------ ------------ ----------- -----------
132.27 29.62 35.15 23.70 
22.10 I. 71 3.~ 1.50 
----------- ----------- ----------- ------------155.07 31.40 38.90 25.20 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
17.70 o.oo 8.75 1.00 
16.25 3.47 4.75 5.15 
27.25 4.50 6.50 2.10 
35.25 6.65 4.75 2.95 
19.00 2.00 1.88 5.00 
------------ ----------- ------------ ------------
270.52 48.02 ~.53 41.40 
2.00 o.oo 1.00 0.00 
------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
272.52 48.02 66.53 41.40 
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For additional information concerning the Higher Education Statistical Abstract 
Contact: Charles A. Brooks, Jr. or Lynn W. Metcalf 
South Carolina Commission on Higher Education 
1333 Main Street, Suite 650 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Telephone: (803) 253-6260 
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